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Abstract
The objective of this thesis is to investigate the risk for instabilities due to SubSynchronous
Resonances (SSR) conditions in large wind farms connected to series-compensated transmis-
sion lines. In particular, the focus is on Doubly-Fed Induction Generator (DFIG) based wind
farms. Analytical models of the system under investigation are derived in order to understand
the root causes that can lead to instabilities. A frequency dependent approach, based on the
Nyquist criterion, has been applied in order to investigate the risk for SSR in DFIG based wind
turbines. Through this approach, it is shown that the observed phenomenon is mainly due to an
energy exchange between the power converter of the turbine and the series compensated grid.
This phenomenon, here referred to as SubSynchronous Controller Interaction (SSCI), is driven
by the control system of the turbine, which presents a non-passive behavior in the subsynchro-
nous frequency range. The different factors that impact the frequency characteristic of the wind
turbine, thereby making the system prone to SSCI interaction, have been investigated. Through
this analysis, it is shown that in a DFIG wind turbine, the current controller in the rotor-side
converter plays a major role and that the risk for SSR increases when increasing its closed-loop
bandwidth. In addition, it is shown that the output power generated from the wind turbine has
an impact on the frequency characteristic of the turbine.
Time-domain studies are performed on an aggregated wind turbine model connected to a series-
compensated transmission line with the objective of verifying the analytical results obtained
through frequency-domain analysis. Based on the theoretical analysis, mitigation strategies are
proposed in order to shape the impedance behavior of the wind turbine in the incident of SSCI.
The effectiveness of the proposed mitigation strategies are evaluated both theoretically through
frequency domain analysis and using detailed time-domain simulations.
Index Terms: Wind power, Doubly-Fed Induction Generator (DFIG), SubSynchronous
Resonance (SSR), SubSynchronous Controller Interaction (SSCI), Induction Generator Effect
(IGE), impedance-based analysis, passivity.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and motivation
During the past 50 years, fixed series compensation has been successfully applied at the trans-
mission level to improve the active power transfer and at the same time increase the power
system’s stability margin. Although various types of series compensation schemes based on
power electronics have been proposed and adopted in actual installations, the use of fixed capac-
itor banks still remains the preferred choice, thanks to its simplicity and economic advantages.
However, it has been reported that the presence of a series capacitor in the vicinity of a genera-
tion station presents the risk of poorly-damped oscillation below the system’s rated frequency:
a phenomenon know as SubSynchronous Resonance (SSR) [1]. SSR is a resonant condition
where the generator system exchanges energy with the connecting electrical system below the
subsynchronous frequency. SSR is not a new phenomenon and has been mainly observed in
steam turbine and nuclear based generator system [2].
Up until 2009, it was generally believed that installation of fixed series compensation did not
present any risk of SSR in case of large wind farms directly connected to the transmission grid.
However, an eye opening scenario occurred in south Texas, where a wind farm experienced
severe oscillations in the subsynchronous frequency range as a result of radial connection to a
transmission line that was on series compensation [3] [4]. Being most of the wind turbines based
on induction generators and power electronic devices (DFIG wind turbines), the phenomenon
was initially attributed to self-excitation due to Induction Generator Effect (IGE) [5] [6]. Sub-
sequent analysis has shown that the main cause of the interaction had to be attributed to the
interaction between the controller of the wind turbine converters and the transmission line. In
a DFIG wind turbine, the slip is controlled through the rotor-side converter. Under specific
circumstances, dictated by the operating conditions and selected control parameters, the con-
verter’s control system can contribute to uncontrolled energy exchange between the generating
system and the connecting grid. Therefore, investigation into the root causes of this phenomenon
becomes crucial in understanding the mechanism that can lead to instability and thereby being
able to propose effective mitigation methods.
Intensive research has been conducted in this field, trying to assess the potential risk of SSR
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in DFIG-based wind farms when connected to fixed-series compensation. Some of these works
evaluate the frequency response based on the transfer-function matrix of the system [7] [8].
In [8], a pole-zero mapping for the total radial system is used to evaluate the impact of dif-
ferent parameters such as controller gain and compensation level. Eigenvalue analysis of a
DFIG based wind farm connected to series compensated transmission line can also be found
in [9] [10] [11] [12]. However, in all these works the aggregated wind farm and the series com-
pensated transmission line are represented with a high-order linearized state-space model. The
disadvantage with this approach is that it can be bulky, as the entire system must be modeled as
a single state-space representation, leading to the difficulty in properly assess the impact of the
different parameters on the system stability. Furthermore, the entire mathematical model must
be rebuild in case of variations in the investigated system. Another approach is the impedance-
based Nyquist stability analysis, presented in [13] [14]. However, in all these works only the
impact of the inner current controller, level of series compensation and wind speed are consid-
ered, while all outer control loops are neglected in the analysis.
1.2 Aim of the thesis and main contribution
The aim of this thesis is to understand the root cause of the interaction due to SSR in wind
turbines when connected to a series-compensated transmission line. The final goal is to better
understand the SSR phenomenon in wind turbines and thereby be able to propose effective
countermeasures. To the knowledge of the author, the main contribution of this thesis can be
summarized as follows:
1. A detailed linearized mathematical model for the DFIG wind turbines connected to a
series compensated transmission line has been derived and verified through time-domain
simulations. The derived individual subsystem are used to perform frequency domain
analysis to identify their behavior in the subsynchronous frequency range.
2. An impedance approach based on the Nyquist criterion has been proposed to identify the
risk of SSCI in DFIG based wind farms when connected to a series-compensated trans-
mission line. Individual subsystems constituting the DFIG farm and series compensated
transmission line have been evaluated from a frequency-domain impedance approach un-
der a variety of operating conditions and for different system controller parameters. The
different factors that contribute to the risk of SSCI have been identified.
3. Two types of mitigation approaches have been developed and analyzed. The first approach
involves impedance shaping through the variation of controller parameter whereas the
second approach involves enhancement of system damping through the implementation
of a damping controller in the rotor-side converter current controller loop.
1.3. Structure of the thesis
1.3 Structure of the thesis
The thesis is organized into seven chapters. Chapter 1 presents the background, motivation and
major contribution of the thesis. Chapter 2 of this thesis gives an overview of the various types of
SSR and analysis methods employed to evaluate the risk of SSR both in classical generator units,
like a steam-turbine, and in a wind turbine. An introduction to the different components and the
controller of the DFIG wind turbine is presented in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, the mathematical
representation for the DFIG turbine and the series-compensated transmission line is derived.
The derived mathematical model is then verified against a full-switching DFIG model simulated
in PSCAD. Based on the results obtained from the derived model of Chapter 4, frequency-
domain stability analysis is performed in Chapter 5. In this chapter, analytical conclusion based
on frequency-domain analysis is performed to evaluate and identify system parameters and
operating conditions that affect both the DFIG and transmission grid behavior. An impedance-
based Nyquist criterion that employes the DFIG turbine impedance and the transmission grid
admittance is introduced and utilized. Time-domain simulation performed in PSCAD/EMTDC
is then used to verify the obtained analytical conclusions. Chapter 6 deals with the utilization
of the DFIG controller to mitigate SSCI. Two mitigation approaches have been proposed. Both
analytical and time-domain simulation are used to assess the impact of these techniques on the
overall investigated system as well as on the aggregated DFIG model. Chapter 7 presents the
conclusion and the future work.
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Chapter 2
Subsynchronous Resonance in Power
Systems
2.1 Introduction
Reinforcement of existing transmission lines to host the power from generator units is often
needed [15]. With fast growth of renewable energy sources, like wind, solar, e.t.c, several chal-
lenges appear when dealing with the integration of the produced power into existing transmis-
sion system [16] [17]. Furthermore in many cases there might be the need for an upgrade of the
transmission system in order to host the generated power, either by constructing new AC/DC
system or by enhancing the transmission capacity of existing transmission line. Among the
possible solutions, fixed series compensation is an economical solution to enhance the power
transmission capabilities in existing grids [15]. However, series compensation is know to cause
a risk for Subsynchronous Resonance (SSR) [17] [18] [19].
The first SSR incident was observed in Mohave project in south Nevada in 1970 [20]. A 750
MVA cross-compound turbine generator unit experienced shaft damages due to a ground fault
that caused a 500 kV parallel transmission line to be switched out. This caused the turbine
generator to be radially connected to a bus through a transmission line that was on series com-
pensation [2]. Following the first incident in 1970 and a similar occurrence one year later, an
IEEE working group was to investigate the cause of the damage [1]. The Mohave incident was
an eye opener to the problem of SSR, but further investigation considering other turbine gen-
eration projects gave a reflection on how complex the problem can be [2]. An example is the
Navajo project, which consisted of three tendem-compound turbine generator with a generation
capacity of 750 MW and a 2900 km/500 kV transmission line [2] [21]. With the exception of
short tie lines, all transmission lines were on series compensation. The initial analysis showed
that the Navajo project would have faced a severe SSR problem. After a series of analysis [21],
the project continued with the same level of series compensation but with additional counter-
measures to reduce the risk of SSR [2].
The likelihood of SSR in renewable generator units, such as large wind farms, was not consid-
ered up until 2009. In 2009, an incident in southern Texas occurred, where the Gorilla-Zorilla
5
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wind farm became radially connected to a series-compensated transmission line due to a fault
on a parallel line [3] [22]. As most of the wind turbines are based on induction generator with
power electronic devices, the phenomenon is in general attributed to self-excitation of the sys-
tem due IGE or control system interaction [23] [19] [24].
In this chapter, a general introduction of the problem of SSR in power system together with
the classification of the different types of SSR will be given. The analysis method to asses the
risk of SSR will be presented in Section 2.3 with more details to be including in the chapters to
follow. In Section 2.4, SSR in classical generator unit is addressed while Section 2.5 will cover
SSR in wind generation units.
2.2 SSR definition and classification
In accordance with the definition of IEEE, subsynchronous resonance (SSR) is an electrical
power system condition where the electrical network exchanges energy with turbine genera-
tor at one or more of the natural frequencies of the combined system below the synchronous
frequency of the system following a disturbance from an equilibrium point [1].
There exist three types of classical SSR, namely: Induction Generator Effect (IGE), Torsional
Interaction (TI), and Torque Amplification (TA). Based on the time required for the oscillation
to build up, these can be further classified into groups: steady-state and transient SSR. The
steady-state SSR comprises of IGE and TI. Since this kind of SSR typically build up slowly,
they might be considered as small signal conditions (at least initially) and can be analyzed
using linear model representation. The transient SSR includes TA, which is an SSR that occurs
following a large system disturbance such as system faults. This is therefore a fast phenomenon
that can reach dangerous level with in a short period of time.
Induction Generator Effect (IGE): IGE is a pure electrical phenomenon caused by self exci-
tation of the electrical system. The subsynchronous current that flows in the armature of the ge-
nerator creates a Magnetic Motive Force (MMF) that rotates slower than the generator’s MMF.
This causes the synchronous generator to act as an induction generator in the subsynchronous
frequency range. As a result, the resistance of the rotor as viewed from the terminal of the ge-
nerator, at subsynchronous current, is negative [25] [26]. If the magnitude of the negative rotor
resistance of the generator exceeds the sum of the armature and network resistance around the
natural frequency of the network, the system presents an overall negative resistance against the
subsynchronous current. This results in a self-excitation that leads to a growing subsynchronous
current. IGE is a pure electrical phenomenon that does not involve the mechanical system of the
generator unit.
Torsional Interaction (TI). TI is a electro-mechanical phenomenon that results in an energy
exchange between the electrical system and the mechanical shaft of the generator unit. TI occurs
when the electrical torque setup by the subsynchronous current component is electrical close
to the natural frequency of the generator shaft. When this happens the rotor starts to oscillate
around the rated speed with a frequency equal to the perturbation frequency, fper. Besides its
fundamental component, the induced terminal voltage will be constituted by two additional
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frequency components, a subsynchronous (fs− fper) and a supersynchronous components (fs +
fper) [27]. If the generated torque components exceeds the inherent overall damping torque of
the system, excitation occurs. During the planning stage for series compensation, the resonance
frequency for the system is chosen so that it lies in the subsynchronous frequency range. For a
loss-less line, this resonance frequency can be calculated as [25]:
ωn =
√
1
LC
= ωB
√
XC
XL
(2.1)
where ωB is the base frequency in rad/sec while XC and XL are the equivalent per-unit (pu) induc-
tive and capacitive reactance, respectively. On the other hand, the natural frequencies (normally
refereed to as oscillation modes) of the mechanical system always lies in the subsynchronous
range. For an SSR to occur, the natural frequency of the generator shaft system must coincide or
is in the vicinity of the complementary frequency and at the same time the total damping of the
system around this frequency is zero or negative. Meaning if there exist a condition where the
frequencies coincides and the total damping of the system at that frequency is zero or negative,
any exchange of energy will not die out but instead is sustained or growing through time. TI
interaction manifests itself in generator units where the inertia of the turbine is in the same or-
der of magnitude as the inertia of the generator (rotor), such as thermal power plants or nuclear
power plants [28]. In a hydro generator station where the inertia of the generator is higher than
the turbine inertia, any oscillation that are triggered in the turbine unit does not get reflected on
to the rotor, which breaks the cycle and as a result minimizing the interaction that could possibly
occur with the grid resonance.
Torque Amplification (TA). TA also known as Transient Torque is a phenomenon that occurs
when the electrical resonance presented by the electrical system is close to one or more natural
torsional frequencies of the mechanical system, following a disturbance from an equilibrium
point. Following a disturbance, a high current level that tends to oscillate at the system’s natural
frequency (fn), flows in the network. This charges up the capacitor which in turn discharges
through the network into the generator. The resulting high torque is reflected on the mechanical
system. If the complement of electrical natural frequency is close to one/more natural torsional
frequency of the mechanical system, with the total damping torque begin negative or zero re-
sulting in a growing/sustained oscillation. Unlike IGE and TI, the growing rate of TA is high and
oscillating shaft torque can reach damaging level within a small amount of time [2]. In addition,
as the non-linearity of the system comes into play, analysis using conventional linearized model
will not feasible. As a result, analysis for TA must be performed using time-domain simulation
program like EMTDC/PSCAD where the system non-linearity is well represented.
2.3 SSR analysis and investigation methods
Through the years different analytical tools have been developed to identify and analyze the risk
for SSR. The most commonly used are the Frequency Scanning Method (FSM), Eigenvalue
analysis and EMTP analysis. Eigenvalue analysis and FSM are only applicable for assessing
the risk for steady-state SSR. On the other hand, EMTP, which takes into consideration the
non-linear property of the different components involved, is used for assessing the risk for TA.
7
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2.3.1 Frequency Scanning Method
FSM is a technique widely used to preliminary asses the risk of SSR in a system [25]. The prin-
ciple is to compute the frequency-dependent equivalent resistance and reactance of the network,
as seen from behind the generator’s stator. If there exists an occurrence where the inductance
goes to zero and the resistance is negative for the same frequency, a sustained oscillation per-
sists at that frequency as a result of IGE. The advantage with this method is that it gives a quick
check for the risk of instability due to SSR [28]. FSM is also a powerful tool to asses the risk of
TI [25]. If there exists a network series resonance or a reactance minimum close to one of the
shaft natural frequencies, it is an indication that there might be a risk for TI, although this needs
to be verified with other analytical approaches. Damping torque analysis, which is an analytical
method involving the computation of the damping torque presented by the electrical system (i.e.
generator and network) and the mechanical system, is another approach used to analyze TI (as
mentioned in section 2.4).
2.3.2 Eigenvalue analysis
Eigenvalue analysis requires the entire system to be defined in terms of linear differential equa-
tion. Based on the equations, the state space form is obtained for the entire system as:
.
x = Ax+Bu (2.2)
the eigenvalues can be obtained as a solution of the matrix equation below
det [λ I−A] = 0 (2.3)
Eigenvalue analysis has an advantage over FSM as it provides information about the oscillatory
frequencies as well as the damping for these frequencies. The downside with eigenvalue analysis
is that it can be bulky, especially for large system, as a single state-space model of the entire
system is needed to perform the analysis.
2.3.3 Time domain simulations
PSCAD/EMTDC is a program used for numerical computation of system differential equation
in time domain. The benefit it provides is that we are able to do a full nonlinear modeling of
the system machine and other devices. Another important note is that TA can only be analyzed
using EMTP approach since the non linearity of the system comes into play when studying
this phenomenon. In this report, we also use PSCAD/EMTDC analysis to verify the conclusion
reached using analytical or frequency based methods.
2.3.4 Input admittance approach
Various application have employed the concept of input admittance to evaluate the stability of
a system and possible interaction that may exist, as in [29] [30] [14] [31] to mention a few.
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Although, the mentioned works differ a bit in their analysis approach, they all share a core
theory relating to the passivity of the system for a range of frequencies. It is stated in [32] that a
Single Input Single Output (SISO) system (F(s)), represented with a transfer function G(s) and
a feedback H(s) (see Fig. 2.1), is passive if and only if the closed-loop transfer function satisfies
(2.4),
Re [F ( jω)]≥ 0,∀ω ≥ 0 (2.4)
where F ( jω) is the closed-loop transfer function. Meaning, for a system with a positive real
part in a specific range of frequencies, if subjected to an oscillation within the same range, is
immune to instability if it is able to dissipate the energy [29]. This holds provided that we are
looking at the closed-loop system. In addition, the input admittance in corresponds with the
passivity can also be used to evaluate the stability of closed-loop system, F(s), by observing the
individual transfer functions G(s) and H(s) [32]. For the interested reader, further details can be
found in [32] [33] [34].
+
y(s)u(s)
G(s)
H(s)
Fig. 2.1 Block diagram of a SISO system with feedback
Another approach for evaluation of system stability using input admittance is by employing
the impedance or admittance transfer function in the same manner as above but instead of
considering the closed-loop transfer function, we applying the Nyquist criterion on the open-
loop transfer function [14]. This approach is further discussed in detail in chapter 5.
2.4 SSR in classical generator units
In 1970, The Mohave station located in southern Texas, experienced shaft damage when the
station became radially connected to a transmission line on series compensation. A similar in-
cident in 1971 occurred, which lead to the manual shut down of the station. Fig. 2.2, shows the
power system of the station at the time of the incident. Due to a fault, the 500 kV transmis-
sion line was switched out by opening the circuit breaker. This caused the Mohave station to
be radially connected to the Lugo bus through a transmission line that was on series compensa-
tion. The phenomenon observed included excessive field current, alarm for high vibration, field
ground and negative-sequence currents as well as flickering lights in the control room, which
continued for two minutes. Post incident investigations showed that the shaft section in the high
pressure turbine experienced extreme heating as a result of cyclic torsional stress [2]. After
thorough investigation, it was understood that the incident in Mohave was due to an interaction
and exchange of energy between the mechanical system of the turbine generator and the series
capacitor of the transmission line (what we refer today as TI) [2].
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Lugo
circuitbreaker
Mohave
Eldorado
4 modules (35%)
4 modules (35%)
4 modules (35%)
4 modules (35%)
Unit 1
Unit 2
system
system
Fig. 2.2 Single-line diagram of the power system around Mohave station.
Following the two incident that occurred in Mohave, an IEEE working group for subsynchro-
nous developed the IEEE first benchmark Model (IEEE FBM) and the IEEE Second Benchmark
Model (IEEE SBM) for use in computer program simulation and development to investigate the
risk of SSR. The IEEE FBM system consists of a synchronous generator connected to an infi-
nite bus through a series compensated transmission line. Fig. 2.3 shows the layout of the IEEE
FBM, while the detailed modeling and parameters can be found in the Appendix B.
Let us consider a steam turbine generator system with a number of pressure stages as shown
in Fig. 2.4. The parameters for the turbine model are taken from the IEEE First Benchmark
Model (IEEE FBM) that can be found in the Appendix B. The mechanical system presents
five modes with characteristics frequencies 15.71 Hz, 20.205 Hz, 25.547 Hz, 32.28 Hz, and
47.456 Hz. When a mode is excited, the generator rotor will oscillate with a frequency (fm),
which is reflected on the generator voltage having both subsynchronous component (f0− fm)
and supersynchronous component ( f0 + fm), where f0 is the system frequency (see Fig. 2.5).
The electrical torque in the dq frame can be written as
Te = Im
[
idq
(
ψdq
)∗]
= iqψd− idψq (2.5)
RL
infinite bus
XL Xc Xsys
XT i
SG
vs
v
b
Fig. 2.3 Single-line diagram of a synchronous generator connected to an infinite bus through a series
compensated transmission line.
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HP IP LPA LPB G EX
DHP-IP DIP-LPA DLPA-LPB DLPB-G DG-EX
KHP-IP KIP-LPA KLPA-LPB KLPB-G
KG-EX
DEXDGDLPB
DLPADIPDHP
Fig. 2.4 six mass mechanical system representation of a turbine generation unit.
where idq is the armature current and ψdq is the stator flux. For small variation around an
operating point, the linearized equation are
∆Te = iq0∆ψd +ψd0∆iq− id0∆ψq−ψq0∆id (2.6)
Fig. 2.5 Oscillation on rotor speed (ωr) (left plot). Terminal voltage due to oscillation on rotor speed
( right plot)
Let us consider the transfer function from ∆ωr to ∆Te as shown in Fig.2.6
Ge (s) =
∆Te
∆ωr
(s) (2.7)
mTD
eTD
rwD+- (shaft system equation )
Mechanical System Equation, Gm
(Generator + network equation )
Electrical System Equation , Ge
Fig. 2.6 Block diagram showing the interaction between mechanical and electrical system.
To get the frequency response of the system, the Laplace variable s in (2.7) is replaced with
jωk where ωk is the frequency of interest. The frequency response can be split into its real and
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imaginary part as
Ge ( jωk) = Re [Ge ( jωk)]+ jIm [Ge ( jωk)] = ∆TDe ( jωk)− ωBωk ∆TSe ( jωk) (2.8)
where ∆TDe and ∆TSe are referred to as electrical damping and synchronization torque respec-
tively [28]. The same definition holds for the mechanical damping (∆TDm) and synchronization
torque (∆TSm). The inherent damping torque of the electrical system under consideration, which
includes the generator and the series compensated transmission line, can thus be obtained by
taking the real part of the transfer function from rotor speed (∆ωG) to electrical torque (∆Te) as
TDe ( jωm) = Re
[
∆Te
∆ωr
( jωm)
]
(2.9)
The extracted electrical damping torque according to (2.9) is depicted in right plot of Fig. 2.7.
Similarly the mechanical damping of the system is depicted in the left plot of the same figure.
SSR due to TI can occur in a power system if the electrical resonance of the system coincides or
is electrically close to one of the natural frequencies of the generator-turbine system provided
that the total damping of the system is zero or negative as described in (2.10). Observing the left
and the right plot of Fig. 2.7, the total damping torque calculated based on (2.10) is negative for
the second mode (20.205 Hz), which indicates a high risk of TI, if an oscillation at this specific
frequency is triggered.
∆TD ( jωm) = ∆TDe ( jωm)+∆TDm ( jωm)≤ 0 (2.10)
Fig. 2.7 Mechanical damping torque (left plot) and Electrical damping torque for 38% series compensa-
tion(right plot).
For investigation of SSR due to IGE, it is necessary to evaluate the subsynchronous rotating
flux established by the subsynchronous current; in this case the synchronous generator inherits
the behavior of an induction generator with a slip described by:
sssr =
fsub− fr
fsub (2.11)
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where fsub is the frequency of subsynchronous flux and fr is the frequency of the rotor flux.
Accordingly, the equivalent rotor resistance can be described as:
Rsubeq =
Rr
sssr
(2.12)
As the speed of the subsynchronous component of the stator flux is less than the rotor flux vector
that rotates at synchronous speed, the slip becomes negative that in turn causes the equivalent
resistance to be negative. To asses the risk of IGE, the impedance of a synchronous generator
for subsynchronous frequencies is plotted in Fig. 2.8. As it can be observed from the plot, due
to the fictitious slip resulting from the presence of the subsynchronous current, the synchronous
generator behaves like an induction generator with a negative rotor resistance. As a result, the
impedance of the synchronous generator for the entire subsynchronous frequency range be-
comes negative. The problem of IGE prevails if and only if the total resistance of the system,
as viewed from the rotor, becomes negative. That is, if the sum of the generator’s resistance
and network resistance is negative. IGE can occur in all types of generator units, including
hydro generator units. On the contrary, if we observe Fig. 2.8, the negative resistance of the
synchronous generator can possibly exceed the resistance of the network for higher frequency
range . For the system resonance to occur within this range, the level of series compensation
should be over 80% compensation. This level of compensation in reality does not exists due to
thermal issues [2].
Fig. 2.8 Synchronous generator resistance for subsynchronus frequency range.
2.5 SSR in wind generator units
Renewable generator unit is a term given to an energy generation unit where the sources of
energy are available abundantly in addition to being re-usable, such as: wind, hydro and solar
energy. To minimize the impact of our energy demand on the environment, actual trends are
favoring this kind of energy sources. But the shift is facing various challenges. For instance, in
case of wind energy, large scale wind farms are located either offshore or onshore, at a remote
locations, away from the load centers. One of the challenges is to transport the energy produced.
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The focus of renewable energy source in this thesis is wind. Wind turbines typically can be
divided in three types. These are the Fixed-Speed Induction Generator (FSIG) wind turbine,
the Full-Power Converter (FPC) based wind turbine and the Doubly-Fed Induction Generator
(DFIG) wind turbine. In the sections to follow, the different types of wind turbine together with
the associated risk for SSR will be discussed
2.5.1 SSR in fixed speed wind turbine
A FSIG wind turbine mainly consists of a Squirrel Cage Induction Generator (SCIG) that is
directly connected to the grid through a transformer, as depicted in Fig. 2.9. A SCIG consists
of two windings, a stator winding and a rotor winding. The stator winding provides excitation
and at the same time carries the generated armature current. The rotor in SCIG is short circuited
and serves the purpose of carrying the induced current. A SCIG presents several advantages
over other types of wind turbines, such as robustness, mechanical simplicity and relatively low
price [35]. The major downside with this sort of machine, being inductive in nature, require
reactive magnetizing current [16]. As a result, to improve the power factor of the generated
power at the connection point, a shunt-connected capacitor bank is added to the system.
Gear
Box
Induction
generator
Transformer
Capacitorbanks
Fig. 2.9 Single-line diagram of a fixed-speed wind turbine.
If we observe the equivalent circuit diagram of an induction machine, shown in Fig. 2.10, the
rotor resistance is negative when the induction machine is operated as a generator. This is due to
the negative slip as also investigated in the previous section. Expressing the equations governing
the IG in the rotating dq frame, the stator and rotor voltages in pu are expressed as:
vs = Rsis + j ωsωB ψs + 1ωB
dψ
s
dt
vr = Rrir + j ω2ωB ψr + 1ωB
dψ
r
dt
(2.13)
where Rs and Rr represent the pu stator and rotor resistances, respectively. The term ω2 is the
slip angular frequency, which is equivalent to ωs−ωr with ωr representing the rotor angular
frequency. The term ωB is the base angular frequency, which is equivalent to the synchronous
angular frequency here expressed as ωs. ψs and ψr are the stator and rotor fluxes, respectively,
which are further expressed in terms of currents and reactances as:
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lsX lrX
mX
sR
si
s
rss
w
ww -
=
( )
rR
s
s-1
Fig. 2.10 Equivalent circuit of induction machine.
ψ
s
= XlsωB is +
Xm
ωB
(is + ir) =
Xss
ωB
is +
Xm
ωB
ir
ψ
r
= XlrωB ir +
Xm
ωB
(is + ir) =
Xrr
ωB
ir +
Xm
ωB
is
(2.14)
where the different terms in the equation above have the meaning as in Fig.2.10. Breaking (2.13)
into components and replacing the currents with the flux expressions of (2.14), the state-space
equation of the system can be derived as
x˙G = AGxG +BGVs
yG = CGxG
(2.15)
where
Vs =
[
vsd
vsq
]
, yG =
[
isd
isq
]
xG =
[
ψsd ψsq ψrd ψrq
]T (2.16)
AG =


−RsXrrωB
D ωs
RsXmωB
D 0
ωs
−RsXrrωB
D 0
RsXmωB
D
RrXmωB
D 0
−RrXssωB
D sωs
0 RrXmωBD −sωs −RrXssωBD


D =
XssXrr−X2m
ωB
BG =


ωB 0
0 ωB
0 0
0 0

 , CG =
[ Xrr
D 0
−Xm
D 0
0 XrrD 0
−Xm
D
]
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Taking the stator voltage as input and stator current as output, the admittance matrix in the dq
frame can be expressed as
[
isd (s)
isq (s)
]
=
[
YGdd (s) YGdq (s)
YGqd (s) YGqq (s)
][
vsd (s)
vsq (s)
]
(2.17)
where s represent the Laplace variable. Note that in a SCIG, the rotor is short circuited, there-
fore the rotor voltage (vr) is equal to zero. Being the admittance matrix symmetric, the phase
admittance can be extracted from the dq admittance matrix as [36]:
YG (s) = YGdd (s)+ jYGqd (s) (2.18)
The phase impedance for the generator is obtained from the phase admittance as
ZG (s) =
1
YG (s)
=
1
YGdd (s)+ jYGqd (s) (2.19)
Replacing the Laplace variable s with jω for steady-state representation, the real and imaginary
part of ZG ( jω) as a function of frequency can be plotted as shown in Fig. 2.11. Parameters used
can be found in Appendix B, Table. B.5. The real part of the impedance is negative for the entire
subsynchronus range while the imaginary part of the generator impedance is mainly positive,
due to the inductive nature of both the stator and rotor circuits. The fact that the resistance is
negative in the subsynchronous range only indicates potential risk for IGE. For IGE to exist, the
total resistance of the generator in combination with network should become zero or negative.
Comparing Fig. 2.11 with Fig. 2.8, it can be observed that the induction generator presents
a tenth of order higher negative resistance as compared with the synchronous generator. This
increases the probability of the grid impedance begin lower than the generators impedance over
a wider frequency range, which indirectly increases the risk of IGE.
Fig. 2.11 Impedance of an induction generator in the synchronous frequency range.
To Evaluate the total resistance of an induction generator in series with a series-compensated
transmission line, the transmission line model should be included. For this a rotating reference
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frame that is fixed to the infinite bus is considered (see Fig. 2.3), which is represented with the
capital letters DQ. The terminal voltage vs and vc in the DQ frame are expressed as
v
(DQ)
s = (RL + jXL) i(DQ)s + XLωB
di(DQ)s
dt + v
(DQ)
c + v
(DQ)
b
dv(DQ)c
dt =− jωsv
(DQ)
c +ωBXCi
(DQ)
s
(2.20)
q
d
D
Q
bv
sψ
sδ
Fig. 2.12 Relation between dq and DQ frame.
The state-space equation for the network then can be expressed as
d
dt
[
vc,D
vc,Q
]
= AN
[
vc,D
vc,Q
]
+BN
[
iD
iQ
]
(2.21)
with
AN =
[
0 ωs
−ωs 0
]
, BN =
[
ωBXC 0
0 ωBXC
]
CN =
[
1 0
0 1
]
Expressing the terminal voltage (vs) in generator dq-reference frame
v
(dq)
s = (RL + jXL) i(dq)s + XL
ωB
di(dq)s
dt + e
jδs
(
v
(DQ)
C + e
(DQ)
b
)
(2.22)
where δs is as described in Fig.2.12. Since the terms in CG are all constant and
[
isd
isq
]
=CGxG,
then the derivative of the current that appears in (2.22) can be expressed as
d
dt
[
isd
isq
]
= CGx˙G (2.23)
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Substituting (2.23) into (2.22) followed by mathematical manipulation to express the equation
in terms of matrices, the terminal voltage can be expressed as
Vs = [F]G [G]G xG +[F]G [P]G
{
YN +
[
0
Vb
]}
(2.24)
with
[F]G =
[
I2− XL
ωB
[CG] [BG]
]−1
[G]G = [ZL] [CG]+
XL
ωB
[CG] [AG]
Vs =
[
vs,d
vs,q
] (2.25)
where I2, [ZL] and [YN] are
[ZL] =
[
RL −ωsXL
ωsXL RL
]
,I2 =
[
1 0
0 1
]
[YN] =
[
vc,D
vc,Q
]
= [CN]
[
vc,D
vc,Q
]
Matrix [P]G accounts for the transformation matrix between the network reference frame and
the generator reference frame and is expressed as
[P]G =
[
cosδs −sinδs
sinδs cosδs
]
, (2.26)
Now taking the terminal voltage expression in (2.24) and substituting it in the generator state-
space equation (2.15) together with the network equation (2.21), the combined state-space for
the generator and the transmission line can be expressed as [26]:
˙X
′
G = A
′
GX
′
G +B
′
GEb (2.27)
where
A′G =
[
AG +BG [F]G [G] BG [F]G [P]G [CN]
BN [P]TG CG AN
]
B
′
G = BG [F]G [P]G
[
0
1
] (2.28)
The new state variables X′G are
XG =
[
ψsd ψsq ψrd ψrq ec,D ec,Q
]T (2.29)
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Fig. 2.13 Impedance of Induction generator radially connected to a series compensated network. Resis-
tance in pu (upper plot), Reactance in pu (lower plot), XC = 0.35pu
The induction generator’s rotor speed (ωr) expressed in terms of the slip (s) is considered
as input during linearization. Extracting the phase impedance from (2.17) to (2.19), the total
impedance for the generator in series with a transmission line on series compensation can be
obtained. Fig. 2.13 shows the total impedance of a radial connection between an induction ge-
nerator and a transmission line with 35% series compensation. From the figure, we can observe
that the total resistance of the system is negative at the resonance frequency, which is a clear in-
dication of risk for IGE. To summarize, fixed speed induction generator present a risk for IGE at
a realistic level of compensation. This is attributed to the negative resistance that the generator
presents towards the transmission network.
To evaluate the risk of torsional interaction, the electrical damping torque for the electrical
system and the mechanical damping torque of the mechanical system is compared. The drive
train for the fixed-speed wind turbine is modeled using the two-mass system shown in Fig. 2.14.
The set of equation that define the dynamics of the mechanical drive train is expressed as:
tt DH , gg DH ,
tgtg KD ,
tT eT
mTtT
Fig. 2.14 Two mass representation for the mechanical system of an induction generation unit.
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1
ωB
dδt
dt = ωt
2Ht
dωt
dt = Tm−Dtωt−Dtg (ωt−ωg)−Ktg (δt−δg)
1
ωB
dδg
dt = ωg
2Hg
dωg
dt = Te−Dgωg−Dtg (ωg−ωt)−Ktg (δg−δt)
(2.30)
The mechanical damping torque is then calculated using the transfer function from the rotor
speed to mechanical torque as:
TDm (s) = Re
[
∆Tm
∆ωg
(s)
]
(2.31)
Plotting the electrical damping torque against the mechanical damping torque as in Fig. 2.15
shows that the mechanical mode for a wind turbine occurs at a very low frequency, i.e. in the
range 2-9 Hz. It is also known that when the various rotating components, like the gear box
and the blades for instance, are lumped into a two-mass model, our view is limited when it
comes to the different mechanical modes that might exists. In [37], where a five-mass model
for the drive train is considered, the dominate frequency appeared at 2.5 Hz, i.e. still occurs at
low frequencies. As a result, for an interaction between the mechanical and electrical system to
occur, the negative electrical damping torque needs to occur at the complementary frequency of
fo− fm, i.e. comes close to the synchronous frequency. The network resonance frequency occurs
very close to the synchronous frequency if the level of series compensation is very high (about
90% compensation), which is not realistic in practical installation. In conclusion, the likelihood
of SSR due to TI in wind farm is very low and as a result will not be further discussed in this
work.
Fig. 2.15 Electrical damping torque (upper plot) and mechanical damping torque (lower plot) for induc-
tion generator connected to IEEE FBM network, Xc = 0.35pu
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2.5.2 SSR in doubly fed induction generator
Attention concerning SSR in variable-speed wind turbines came into focus following the in-
cident in south Texas in 2009. Fig. 2.16, shows the single-line diagram of the transmission
network topology around the Zorilla Gulf wind farm in south Texas. Two wind farms with in-
stalled capacity of 93.6 MW and 96 MW, respectively, were connected to the Ajo station [22].
The 345 kV transmission from Ajo to Rio Hondo has two stages of series compensation (17%
and 33%) located at the Rio Hondo station, with both stages typically in service. During the
incident, a single-line to ground fault occurred on the transmission line that goes from Nelson
to Ajo. To clear the fault the circuit breaker was opened, which caused the Zorilla Gulf wind
farm to be radially connected to the series-compensated line between Ajo and Rio Hondo. The
system voltage oscillation started to build up with a peak voltage reaching up to 2 pu. This
caused the shunt reactor at Ajo and the transmission line from Ajo to Rio Hondo to trip. The
series capacitors have been bypassed in approximately 1.5 sec into the event. Measurements on
the series capacitors indicated the presence of subsynchronous current. Within the wind farms,
a large number of crowbars were activated [22].
Edinburg
RioHondo
circuit breaker
Nelson
Ajo
Lon Hill
33% series
compensation 17% series
compensation
Fig. 2.16 Single-line diagram of the power system around Zorilla Gulf wind farm
The Zorilla Gulf wind farm was the first practical incident of SSR in variable speed wind tur-
bine. Most of the installed wind turbines were of DFIG type. A typical DFIG wind turbine
consists of an induction generator, whose stator is directly connected to the grid while a four
quadrant Back-to-Back (BTB) converter connects the rotor to the grid. A three winding trans-
former connects the stator, the BTB converter and grid, as shown in Fig 2.17. Typically, the
rotor-side converter (RSC) controls the torque and the reactive power of the generator, while
the Grid Side Converter (GSC) controls the DC-link voltage and in some cases is utilized to
control both the terminal and DC-link voltage [8] [22] [38] [39].
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Gear
Box
DFIG
Transformer
PowerElectronic
Converter
Fig. 2.17 Single-line diagram of a DFIG wind turbine
Following the incident, enormous efforts from the research community and turbine manufac-
turers were put forward to explain the phenomenon, while developing different mitigation tech-
niques. The incident has been identified to have been caused by Subsynchronous Controller
Interaction (SSCI) [3]. SSCI is a type of interaction that involves energy exchange between a
power electronic device and a series compensated electrical network [23]. SSCI, like IGE, is a
purely electrical phenomenon that does not involve the mechanical system. In most analysis, a
modified model of the IEEE FBM for SSR analysis has been employed where the synchronous
generator is replaced by an aggregate model of a DFIG farm [39] [9]. The focus of this thesis
is to analyze the SSCI phenomenon in DFIG based wind farms, hence further details will be
presented in the chapters that follow.
2.5.3 SSR in full-power converter wind turbines
Another variant of variable speed wind turbine solution is the full-power converter wind tur-
bine. This wind turbine consists of a multiple-pole synchronous generator in series with a BTB
converter as shown in Fig. 2.18. Due to variation in wind speed, the generated voltage at the
generator terminal has a variable frequency. The BTB converter acts as a frequency converter
to adopt the variable frequency voltage to the grid frequency.
SG
TransformerPower Electronic
Converter
Fig. 2.18 Single-line diagram of a full-power converter wind turbine
The advantage of a full-power converter wind turbine over the DFIG, is the presence of BTB
converter that creates a decoupling between the grid and the turbine. As a result, any oscillation
that is triggered on the grid does not propagate towards the turbine. Hence SSR due to TI is very
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unlikely in this types of wind turbines, although other type of interaction might need attention.
Up to the time of writing this report, there exists no incident of SSR in wind farm involving
full-power converter turbines.
2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, an overview of the various types of SSR in power system has been covered.
Various generator units and the associated types of SSR that can exist has been addressed. An
introduction to different types of analysis approach has also been presented. SSR in classical
generator units and fixed-speed wind turbines using linearized model has also been investigated.
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Chapter 3
DFIG Wind Turbine Model and Control
3.1 Introduction
The previous chapter has been dedicated to establish the basis for SSR both in classical and
in wind-based generator units. Different investigation techniques used for assessing the risk
of SSR have been addressed. As the focus of this thesis is on the investigation of SSCI in
DFIG-based wind farms connected to series-compensated transmission lines, a proper model
representation of the wind turbine becomes crucial. This chapter focuses on the description
of the DFIG model used in this work. The purpose of the different components that build up
a DFIG wind turbine is discussed. This is followed by a description of the control structure,
thereby establishing the basis for the electrical dynamic behavior of the DFIG wind turbine.
3.2 DFIG wind turbine model
A typical configuration of a DFIG unit with its various components is illustrated in Fig.3.1. It
consists of a Wound Rotor Induction Generator (WRIG). A Voltage Source Converter (VSC)
based BTB converter, which allows operation in both the subsynchronous and supersynchronous
speed range, connects the rotor to the grid. The stator of the induction generator is directly
connected to the grid through a three-winding transformer. In the DFIG model that is considered
for this work, the GSC controller controls the dc-link capacitor voltage while the RSC controller
controls the PCC active and reactive power exchange of the DFIG. It is important to observe
that only the slip power is handled by the converters. Therefore, the power rating for these
converters are in the range of 15-30% of the turbine’s rated power. This means that the losses in
the converter and the cost of the converter are reduced in comparison to other topologies where
the converter has to handle the total power.
In the subsections to follow, the model description of the induction generator followed by the
model description for the dc-link capacitor are presented. Within this section, the description of
the protection system for the DFIG is also addressed. In the next section, the model description
for the RSC controller and GSC controller are covered. To avoid redundancy, the grid-side filter
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model description is presented along side the GSC controller.
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Fig. 3.1 Components of a DFIG turbine unit.
3.2.1 Induction generator
When modeling analytically an induction machine, a T-representation of the system can be
adopted (see Fig.3.2(a)), where Rs and Lls represent the stator winding losses and leakage in-
ductance, respectively, while Rr and Llr are the rotor winding losses and leakage inductance,
respectively. The inductance Lm represents the magnetizing inductance of the machine while
the back-EMF of the machine is represented as jωrΨ(s)r with ωr representing the rotor angu-
lar frequency. Although this is an accurate way of modeling an induction machine, often when
dealing with control systems, it is preferred to use a Γ-representation (Fig. 3.2(b)), due to its
simplicity for deriving the control law. The main difference between these two models lies in
where the leakage inductances are placed [38]. According to [40], it is possible to represent the
machine with no loss of information by placing all the leakage inductances in the rotor circuit
(see Fig. 3.2(b)). When moving from the T- to the Γ-representation, the relation between the
different parameters [41]
γ = Ls
Lm
, vR = γvr, iR =
ir
γ , LM = γLm
ΨR = γΨr, RR = γ2Rr, LR = γLls + γ2Llr
(3.1)
with Ls = Lls +Lm. In this chapter and in the chapters that follow, expressions and parameters
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Fig. 3.2 Representation of an induction generator in the stationary-stator coordinate frame: (a) T-model
representation and (b) Γ-model representation.
with the subscript “R” indicate that the Γ-representation of the machine is considered, whereas
subscript “r ” indicates T-model representation is considered.
With reference to the symbols introduced in Fig. 3.2(b), the equations governing the electrical
dynamics of the machine in the stationary-stator coordinate frame are:
v
(s)
s = Rsi
(s)
s +
dΨ(s)s
dt
v
(s)
R = RRi
(s)
R +
dΨ(s)R
dt − jωrΨ
(s)
R
(3.2)
Using Park’s transformation, (3.2) can be transformed into the rotating dq-coordinate systems.
Here, a flux-oriented dq frame, where the d-axis is aligned with the stator flux of the machine,
has been selected. The resulting equations are given by (3.3)
v
(dq)
s = Rsi
(dq)
s +
dΨ(dq)s
dt + jωsΨ
(dq)
s
v
(dq)
R = RRi
(dq)
R +
dΨ(dq)R
dt + jω2Ψ
(dq)
R
(3.3)
ωs corresponds to the synchronous angular frequency whereas ω2 = ωs−ωr is the slip angular
frequency. The stator and rotor fluxes expressed in (3.3) are given by
Ψ(dq)s = LM
(
i(dq)s + i
(dq)
R
)
Ψ(dq)R = LMi
(dq)
s + i
(dq)
R (LM +LR) = LRi
(dq)
R +Ψ
(dq)
s
(3.4)
Finally, the IG model must be completed by considering the mechanical dynamics of the ma-
chine. Here, it is important to stress that the aim of this work is on the investigation of resonance
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conditions due to control interaction (SSCI, as discussed in Section 2.5.2); in this case, the me-
chanical system will have no impact on the system dynamics. For this reason, it is possible to
model the mechanical side of the machine by simply using a single-mass representation, as
2Hg
dωg
dt = Tm−Te−Dgωg (3.5)
where Hg is the inertia time-constant for the single mass. Te and Tm are the electrical and me-
chanical torque, respectively. Dg is the damping coefficient while ωg is the mechanical rotor
speed. If a more detailed representation of the mechanical system is needed, a two-mass model
as in the one presented in [9] can be adopted.
3.2.2 DC-link model
The dc-link of the BTB converter is modeled as a pure capacitor (losses are neglected). The aim
of the dc-link for the BTB converter is to provide a temporary storage for the system to allow
proper operation of the RSC and GSC. The capacitor is charged and discharged based on the
power balance between the GSC and the RSC converter as indicated in Fig. 3.3.
 
udcCdc
+
_
Pr Pf
RSC GSC
Fig. 3.3 DC-link model
With the signal convention given in Fig.3.3, the energy stored in the dc-link capacitor can be
expressed as
dWdc
dt =
1
2
Cdc
du2dc
dt =−Pr−Pf (3.6)
where Wdc is the energy stored in the dc-link while udc represents the dc-link capacitor voltage.
Under the assumption that the dc-link capacitor Cdc is constant and the converters are lossless,
the time derivative of the stored energy in the dc-link can be expressed in terms of the power
balance between the RSC and GSC as in (3.6).
3.2.3 Protection for DFIG
The purpose of the protection system is to prevent any damage caused by high current as a
result, for example, of sudden drop in the terminal voltage due to fault conditions in the grid.
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From a hardware point of view, protection to the wind turbine is provided by using crowbars,
either connected on the ac-side of the RSC or on the dc-link of the BTB converter. The latter
will be discussed here. Fig.3.4 shows the single-line diagram for the BTB converter of the DFIG
with dc crowbar. It is constituted by a breaking resistor in series with a static switch (typically,
an IGBT) that is controlled using hysteresis control. The role of the dc-crowbar is to absorb the
exceeding energy coming from the RSC during large disturbances in order to avoid excessive
over-voltages across the dc-link capacitors.
To rotor
 
To grid-side filterdc crowbar
Fig. 3.4 Single-line diagram of DFIG converter with dc crowbar
However, the DFIG performance under large transient is beyond the scope of this work. For
this reason, the dc crowbar is neglected during the modeling. For interested readers, additional
information can be found in [42] [43].
3.3 DFIG control
The principle of using space vectors to represent three phase AC quantities as vectors having
dc characteristics, creates the freedom of using conventional PI controller for control purposes.
A typical control structure for a DFIG turbine is shown in Fig. 3.5. The RSC and GSC are con-
trolled independently from each other. A Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) is used for synchronization
purpose. The details of the different control loops are discussed in the upcoming subsections.
3.3.1 Rotor-side converter controller
The aim of the RSC is to control the terminal active and reactive power of the DFIG system.
The control for this converter has a cascade structure, with an inner current controller and an
outer power controller. The outer controller generates the reference rotor current (i∗R,d and i∗R,q),
which serve as an input to the inner current controller. The controller is derived based on the Γ-
representation of induction generator. As a result, measured quantities and generator parameters
are transformed to the Γ-representation using the expression given in (3.1).
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Fig. 3.5 Detailed controller structure for DFIG
Active and reactive power controller
The terminal power, Pout , of the wind turbine is composed of two components, the power
through the stator, Ps, and the power through the grid side filter, Pf ,t as
Pout = Ps +Pf ,t (3.7)
The power through the stator has a proportional relation to the electrical torque and speed as
Ps α Teωr (3.8)
where Te is expressed as Te = 3npIm
[
Ψ(dq)s Con j
(
i(dq)R
)]
. Considering a stator-flux oriented
dq-frame, the electrical torque expression reduces to
Te = 3
(
npΨs,diR,q
) (3.9)
From (3.8) and (3.9), it can be deduced that the q-component of the rotor current can be used to
control the stator active power (Ps). However, the aim of the power controller is not to control
the stator power (Ps) but the terminal power (Pout) of generator. In order to control the terminal
power in a closed-loop manner, the power Pf ,t in (3.7) is considered as a disturbance as depicted
in Fig. 3.6. The error introduced as a result of Pf ,t is instead taken care of by the integrator term
of the power controller (see Fig. 3.6).
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Similar to the active power, the terminal reactive power, Qout , is composed of stator reactive
power (Qs) and reactive power through the grid-side filter (Q f ,t). According to [41], the reactive
power through the stator (again, considering a flux oriented dq-frame and a Γ-representation of
the machine) can be expressed as
Qs = 3
[
ω1Ψs,d
(
Ψs,d
LM
− iR,d
)]
(3.10)
From (3.10), it can be seen that the stator reactive power (Qs) can be controlled by controlling
the d-component of the rotor current (iR,d) where as the reactive power contribution from the
grid-side filter (Q f ,t) is effectively controlled to zero in steady-state by the GSC controller. The
block diagram of the implemented reactive-power controller is depicated in Fig. 3.7.
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Fig. 3.7 Main structure for reactive power controller for DFIG
The pu control law governing the active and reactive power controller in the Laplace domain
are then given as
i∗R,q (s) = kp,P
(
1+
1
sTi,P
)
(P∗out (s)−Pout (s))
i∗R,d (s) = kp,Q
(
1+
1
sTi,Q
)
(Q∗out (s)−Qout (s))
(3.11)
where “s” represents the Laplace variable. The terms kp and Ti are the proportional gain and
integrator time-constant, respectively. The outputs from these controllers serve as reference
current input for the rotor current control loop.
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Rotor-side current controller
Let us now observe the equivalent circuit of the induction generator (using Γ-representation )
in series with the RSC shown in Fig. 3.8. The rotor voltage (vR) at the rotor terminal in the dq
frame can be expressed as:
v
(dq)
R = RRi
(dq)
R +
dΨ(dq)R
dt + jω2Ψ
(dq)
R (3.12)
sR
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Fig. 3.8 RSC in series with Γ-model representation of an induction generator
Taking the rotor flux equation in (3.4) with Ψ(dq)R = LRi(dq)R + Ψ(dq)s and substituting it into
(3.12), the expression for the rotor voltage can be rewritten as
v
(dq)
R = (RR + jω2LR) i(dq)R +LR
di(dq)R
dt +
dΨ(dq)s
dt + jω2Ψ
(dq)
s︸ ︷︷ ︸
e
(dq)
em f
(3.13)
where e(dq)em f represents the back EMF of the machine. The above equation can be rearranged to
describe the dynamics of the rotor current as
LR
di(dq)R
dt = v
(dq)
R −RRi(dq)R − jω2LRi(dq)R − e(dq)em f (3.14)
Further, (3.14) can be expressed explicitly in terms of its d and q components as
LR
diR,d
dt = vR,d−RRiR,d +ω2LRiR,q− eem f ,d
LR
diR,q
dt = vR,q−RRiR,q−ω2LRiR,d− eem f ,q
(3.15)
From (3.15), it can be observed that there exist a cross-coupling between the iR,d and iR,q cur-
rents. In the control law described in [41] [44], it is possible to decouple the cross-coupling
between the iR,d and iR,q and compensate for the back EMF of the machine in order to archive
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an independent control of the d-and q-current and, thereby, of the active and reactive power.
This is accomplished by introducing a decoupling term jω2LRi(dq)R and a feed-forward term for
the estimated back EMF as
v
∗(dq)
R = v
(dq)′
R + jω2LRi(dq)R + eˆ(dq)em f (3.16)
where v(dq)
′
R is the output from the PI controller. In this analysis, the converters are treated as
lossless linear amplifiers. In addition they are assumed to be ideal, meaning that they are able
to generate the reference voltage with no delay as
v
∗(dq)
R = v
(dq)
R (3.17)
Now moving the analysis to Laplace domain, the dynamics of the rotor current expressed in
(3.14) can be rewritten as
sLRi
(dq)
R (s) = v
(dq)
R (s)−RRi(dq)R (s)− jω2LRi(dq)R (s)− eˆ(dq)em f (s) (3.18)
Similarly, the reference voltage expression of (3.16) along side the structure for controller in
Laplace domain can be expressed as
v
(dq)∗
R (s) = v
(dq)′
R (s)+ jω2LRi(dq)R (s)+ eˆ(dq)em f (s)
= Fcc,R (s)
(
i(dq)∗R (s)− i(dq)R (s)
)
+ jω2LRi(dq)R (s)+ eˆ(dq)em f (s)
(3.19)
where Fcc,R (s) is the transfer function of the controller applied to the current error. Under the
previous assumption that v(dq)∗R = v
(dq)
R and assuming a perfect estimation of the back EMF,
(3.18) and (3.19) can be combined as
sLRi
(dq)
R (s) =−RRi(dq)R (s)+Fcc,R (s)
(
i(dq)∗R (s)− i(dq)R (s)
)
⇒
i(dq)R (s) =
1
sLR +RR︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gcc,R(s)
Fcc,R (s)
(
i(dq)∗R (s)− i(dq)R (s)
)
(3.20)
Rearranging (3.20), the closed-loop expression from i(dq)∗R (s) to i(dq)R (s) can be obtained as
i(dq)R (s) =
Gcc,R (s)Fcc,R (s)
1+Gcc,R (s)Fcc,R (s)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gcc,cl(s)
i(dq)∗R (s) (3.21)
Using Internal Model Control (IMC) [45] [46], the closed-loop can be shaped as a first order
low-pass filter having a closed-loop bandwidth αcc,R as
Gcc,cl (s) =
αcc,R
s+αcc,R
=
αcc,R
s
1+ αcc,R
s
(3.22)
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From (3.21) and (3.22), the transfer function of the controller Fcc,R (s) can be obtained as
Fcc,R (s) =
αcc,R
s
G−1cc,R (s) =
αcc,R
s
(sLR +RR) = αcc,RLR +
αcc,RRR
s
(3.23)
which indicates that Fcc,R (s) is a PI controller with a proportional kp,cc equal to αcc,RLR and
integral gain ki,cc equal to αcc,RRR. Here it is worth noting that the aim of the RSC is to control
the active and reactive powers. As a result, the integral part of the inner current controller can
be omitted as any steady-state error that could arise is taken care of by the integral action of
the outer-loop controller. Under this assumption, the control law for the RSC current controller
considered for this work is given by
v
∗(dq)
R = kp,cc
(
i(dq)∗R (s)− i(dq)R (s)
)
+ jω2LRi(dq)R (s)+
1
sTLP +1︸ ︷︷ ︸
HLP(s)
eˆ
(dq)
em f (s) (3.24)
where kp,cc is as defined in (3.23). Note that a low-pass filter term HLP (s) with a time constant
TLP is introduced to reduce the dynamics in the estimated back EMF.
3.3.2 Grid-side converter controller
The purpose of the GSC converter is to maintain the dc-link capacitor voltage to its reference
value by controlling the active power flow through the grid-side filter. Similar to the RSC, it
has a cascade structure with an outer dc-link voltage controller and an inner current controller
(see Fig.3.5). The inner current controller receives the reference current (i(dq)∗f ) from the outer
controller and outputs the reference voltage (v(dq)∗f ) for the GSC. The controller for the GSC
is aligned with the grid flux meaning that the voltage vector, v(dq)g shown in Fig.3.9, is aligned
with the q-axis. The apparent power at the terminal of the grid-side filter can be expressed as
S f ,t = Pf ,t + jQ f ,t
for vg,d=0−−−−−−→ 3
{
jvg,qcon j
[
i(dq)f
]}
(3.25)
Thus, the active and reactive power through the grid-side filter can be expressed as
Pf ,t = 3vg,qi f ,q
Q f ,t = 3vg,qi f ,d
(3.26)
Grid-side current controller
Fig. 3.9 shows the equivalent circuit for the grid side filter along side the GSC. The grid-side
filter consists of a inductance L f and a resistance R f . The voltage equation at the terminal of the
GSC can be written as
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Fig. 3.9 GSC converter with grid-side filter
v
(dq)
f = R f i
(dq)
f +L f
di(dq)f
dt + jωsL f i
(dq)
f + v
(dq)
g (3.27)
Following the same procedure described for the derivation of the RSC current controller, the
control law for the GSC current controller in the Laplace domain can be expressed as
v
∗(dq)
f (s) =
(
kp f ,cc +
ki f ,cc
s
)(
i∗(dq)f (s)− i(dq)f (s)
)
+ jωsL f i(dq)f (s)+
1
sTLP +1︸ ︷︷ ︸
HLP(s)
v
(dq)
g (s)
(3.28)
where, calling αcc, f the closed-loop current controller bandwidth, the parameters for the PI
regulator are given by kp f ,cc = αcc, f L f and ki f ,cc = αcc, f R f . Again, the measured grid voltage
is filtered to reduce its dynamics. The block diagram describing the GSC current controller is
depicted in Fig. 3.10
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Fig. 3.10 Block diagram of the GSC current controller
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Dc-link voltage controller
The dc-link capacitor voltage can be controlled in two ways: in terms of the dc-link voltage
(udc) involving the flow of current in and out of the dc-link or in terms of the energy stored in
the dc-link capacitor involving the power exchange. The latter is adopted in this thesis. For the
sake of clarity, the dynamics of the dc-link described in (3.6) is repeated here
dWdc
dt =
1
2
Cdc
du2dc
dt =−Pf −PR (3.29)
where PR is the power flowing into the RSC considering the Γ-representation of the induction
generator. Pf is the power flowing into the GSC as indicated in Fig. 3.3. It should be noted that
(3.29) is non-linear in nature due to the u2dc term. With the aim of extracting the control law, the
above expression can be linearized, resulting in
1
2
Cdcudc,0
d∆udc
dt =−∆Pf −∆PR (3.30)
where udc,0 is the dc-link voltage at the operating point. Equation (3.30) hints that, the relation
is operating point dependent. To avoid this, a technique called feedback linearization [45] can
be employed, in which a non-linear equation can be replaced with an equivalent linear equation
where traditional control techniques can be employed. Here the square of the voltage, u2dc, is
replaced with a new variable, W , which in physical sense represents the energy in the capacitor
as [42] [45]. The dc-link dynamics can now be rewritten as
1
2
Cdc
dW
dt =−Pf −PR (3.31)
Fig. 3.11 shows the open-loop dynamics for the dc-link capacitor. From the controller point of
view, PR can be viewed as a disturbance. Using IMC, as in previous sections, the dc-link con-
troller can be shaped as a first order low-pass filter having a closed-loop bandwidth αdc, result-
ing in a proportional controller with a gain kp,dc = −αdcCdc. As the dc-link voltage controller
is an outer-control loop, any steady-state error that could arise due to parameters mismatch or
disturbances can not be removed through a proportional controller. To alleviate this, a small
integral term is introduced during the controller design. This is achieved by introducing active
damping during the design as in [45] [47].


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Fig. 3.11 Block diagram of dc-link capacitor dynamics
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Considering the GSC to be lossless and the losses in the grid-side filter to be negligible, the
power Pf at the terminal of GSC converter can be approximated as
Pf ≈ Pf ,t = 3vg,qi f ,q (3.32)
Inserting (3.32) into (3.31), under the assumption that the voltage vector is perfectly aligned
with the q-axis as vg = jvg,q =
∣∣vg∣∣, the dc-link expression from (3.31) reduces to
1
2
Cdc
dW
dt =−3
∣∣vg∣∣ i f ,q−PR (3.33)
The control law governing the q-component of the filter current (i∗f ,q) with active damping term
as implemented in [45] is expressed below
i∗f ,q = i
′
f ,q +GaW (3.34)
where i′f ,q is the controller output and Ga is the gain of the active damping term. Considering
the inner current controller is much faster than the outer loop for stability reasons (i∗f ,q = i f ,q),
the above expression can be inserted in (3.33) to obtain
1
2
Cdc
dW
dt =−3
∣∣vg∣∣(i′f ,q +GaW)−PR (3.35)
Treating PR as a disturbance, the transfer function from i
′
f ,q to W can be written as
W (s) =
−6 ∣∣vg∣∣
sCdc +6
∣∣vg∣∣Ga︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gdc(s)
i
′
f ,q (s) (3.36)
with
i
′
f ,q (s) = Fdc (s)
(
W (s)∗−W (s))
Fdc represents the transfer function of the controller. With the aim of shaping the closed-loop
system behavior to a first order low-pass filter that has a desired bandwidth of αdc, Fdc (s) can
be obtained using IMC as
Fdc (s) = kp,dc +
ki,dc
s
=
αdc
s
G−1dc (s) =−
αdcCdc
6
∣∣vg∣∣ − αdcGas (3.37)
As done in [45], by placing the poles of Gdc (s) at αdc, the closed-loop system can retain a
closed-loop bandwidth corresponding to αdc as
Gdc (s) =
−6 ∣∣vg∣∣
sCdc +6
∣∣vg∣∣Ga ⇒ 6
∣∣vg∣∣Ga
Cdc
= αdc (3.38)
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resulting in Ga = αdcCdc6|vg| . Combining (3.37) with the Laplace transform of (3.34), an expression
for the dc-link voltage controller is obtained as (3.39). A block-diagram description for the
dc-link voltage controller is also shown in Fig. 3.12
i∗f ,q (s) =
(
kp,dc +
ki,dc
s
)(
W (s)∗−W (s))+GaW (s) (3.39)
PR
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+
-
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Fig. 3.12 Block diagram of the closed-loop controller for the dc-link voltage
As briefly mentioned earlier, the d-component of the filter current can be used to control the
reactive power output from the GSC. In this thesis the reactive current component, i f ,d , is con-
trolled to zero by setting i∗f ,d = 0. This is to indicate that in steady-state, the reactive power
(Q f ,t) output from the grid-filter is effectively controlled to zero.
3.3.3 Phase-locked loop
In sections leading up to this, it has been mentioned that a stator flux oriented dq-coordinate
frame has been used, where the voltage vector (v(s)s ) is aligned with the q-axis. The alignment
of the voltage vector with the q-axis is achieved through the knowledge of the phase angle (θs)
for v(s)s . As the angle of the voltage vector is not known, a PLL is used for estimation purpose.
The control law of the PLL is as below
˙ωˆs = ki,PLLεPLL
˙
ˆθs = ωˆs + kp,PLLεPLL
(3.40)
where ωˆs and ˆθs are the estimated grid frequency and voltage angle, respectively. The gains
kp,PLL = 2αPLL and ki,PLL = α2PLL are selected in accordance to [48]. εPLL is the error signal for
the PLL. In order to determine the error signal for the PLL, the focus is directed to Fig. 3.13
where a voltage vector (v(s)s ) together with the stationary xy-frame and a non-aligned dq-frame
is shown. As can be seen, the dq decomposition of the voltage vector (v(s)s ) results in a non-zero
d-component. It can be seen easily that the d-component of voltage is given by
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vs,d =−
∣∣∣v(s)s ∣∣∣sin(θs− ˆθs) (3.41)
Taking θs− ˆθs to be very small (sin
(
θs− ˆθs
) ≈ (θs− ˆθs)), (3.42) can be considered to extract
the error signal, ε , for the PLL as
ε =− vs,d∣∣∣v(s)s ∣∣∣ (3.42)
Therefore, by choosing the error signal (εPLL) as (3.42), the PLL can be made to adjust ωˆs
thereby changing ˆθs until the error (− vs,d∣∣∣v(s)s ∣∣∣ ) is set to zero.
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Fig. 3.13 Decomposition of voltage vector(v(s)s ) into a non-aligned dq frame
Fig. 3.14 shows the block diagram of the adopted PLL structure. The voltage vector (v(s)s ) is
transformed to the dq-frame using the estimated ˆθs. From the decomposed dq components of
the voltage vector, the d-component is normalized with the magnitude of the voltage vector
which is fed into the PLL structure described by (3.40) (shown highlighted in Fig. 3.14). The
updated estimated phase is fed back to the stationary to dq transformation block to produce the
updated dq decomposition of the voltage vector. This way, the PLL works to set the error to
zero.
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Fig. 3.14 Block diagram of PLL
Here it is important to stress that, if the investigation is related to the GSC, then the voltage
vector (v(s)s ) in the above analysis should be replaced with filter voltage vector (v(s)g ). In a similar
manner, transformations dealing with quantities on the rotor-side should take into account both
the rotor speed (ωr) and position angle (θr).
3.4 Conclusion
This chapter mainly focused on establishing an understanding on the modeling of a DFIG wind
turbine system used in this work. The different components making up the wind turbine were
explained. The chapter aims to create the basis for how the control system in this types of wind
turbine works. A mathematical description of the control mechanism for the RSC and GSC are
also presented.
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4.1 Introduction
In chapter 2, investigation techniques used to analyze the risk of SSR has been addressed. One of
these techniques is the Eigenvalue analysis which requires a single mathematical model describ-
ing the overall system. eigenvalue analysis is a good tool in obtaining information regarding the
damping of system modes with their corresponding frequency of oscillation. Numerous works
investigating DFIG based wind farms connected to series compensated transmission line can be
found. Among these, the most cited works are [9] and [10].
The work in [9], based on eigenvalue analysis, identifies and classifies the various modes of
system as subsynchronous, supersynchronous, torsional and network modes. In identifying the
impact of compensation level and output power (wind speed), the work neglected the torsional
dynamics and turbine controller thereby focusing on the observation of the IGE phenomenon.
However, the overall analysis was based on creating a linearized model of the overall system
from a set of non-linear equations describing the system which is unique for each variation of
system or controller parameter. In [10], the stability analysis has been performed using partic-
ipation factor analysis of parameters (both of the system and the controller) to identify para-
meters and system conditions that influence the stability of the overall system. It evaluated the
impact of system parameters like level of series compensation and wind speed on the dominant
eigenvalue.
Another approach that has gained popularity is the impedance based analysis method. In [14],
an impedance based Nyquist stability was employed to identify SSR risk in DFIG based wind
farms. A space vector approach was used to develop the impedance both for DFIG and the
series-compensated transmission line. The derived impedance model however did not take into
account the outer-loop controllers. The work in [49], has been dedicated to develop three differ-
ent small-signal sequence impedances of the DFIG that are valid for different frequency ranges.
Based on the developed impedance of the DFIG and the impedance from transmission grid, the
authors asses system stability based on the phase margin.
So far, irrespective of the analysis approach chosen, a proper mathematical representation of
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Fig. 4.1 (a) Single-line diagram of wind farm connected to a series-compensated transmission line, (b)
single line diagram of a wind turbine unit.
the investigated system plays a major role in the whole process. This chapter tries to develop a
mathematical representation for the system that can be utilized to identify and investigate the
risk of SSCI. Section 4.2 starts off by presenting an overview of the investigated system. Section
4.3 is dedicated to the development of a model representation for the transmission grid. This is
followed by a section dealing with model representation and verification of the DFIG system.
4.2 Investigated system overview
A single line diagram of the studied power system is shown in 4.1(a). It is adopted from the
IEEE FBM where the synchronous generator is replace with a 100 MW DFIG based wind farm.
The 100 MW wind farm is an aggregate model of 50 wind turbines with each wind turbine
rated at 2 MW. The 2MW DFIG model used in this work is based on a generic model that
was verified against a 2-MW V90 Vestas turbine installed at Tva˚a˚ker, Sweden [42]. It is based
on the parameters of this 2 MW wind turbine that the 100 MW/33 kV aggregate model is
developed. The wind farm is then connected to an infinite bus via a 161 kV series compensated
transmission line. In this thesis, the point where the transmission line meets the low voltage
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side of the transformer is referred to as the Point of Common Coupling (PCC). The values of
the parameters for the aggregate model used in this work are presented in Table.5.1
This section broadly highlights the components of the investigated system. However, perform-
ing SSR stability analysis requires development of a proper system model. In the next section,
the transmission grid admittance will be derived.
4.3 Grid admittance
Fig. 4.1(a) shows an aggregate wind farm radially connected to a series-compensated trans-
mission line. The transmission line is derived based on IEEE FBM for SSR analysis (see Ap-
pendix), with the parameters adopted to accommodate the aggregate wind turbine model. vt is
the voltage at the connection point to the wind farm. RT and RL are the resistive losses of the
grid transformer and the transmission line, respectively. LT and LL are the inductive losses of
the grid transformer and the transmission line, respectively. C represents the capacitance of the
fixed-series compensation whereas vb represents the infinite bus voltage. The state-space repre-
sentation of the transmission grid is derived in the DFIG rotating reference frame (dq) that is
aligned with the stator flux. In reference with symbols shown in Fig. 4.1(a), the voltage at the
connection point can be expressed as
v
(dq)
t = Rtot i
(dq)
t +Ltot
di(dq)t
dt + jωsLtot i
(dq)
t + v
(dq)
c + v
(dq)
b (4.1)
with Rtot = RL +RT and Ltot = LL +LT . ωs is the synchronous angular frequency. In a similar
manner, the dynamics of the fixed-series capacitor can be written as
dv(dq)c
dt =
1
C
i(dq)l − jωsv
(dq)
c (4.2)
By explicitly extracting the d and q component of (4.1) and (4.2), the state-space expression for
TABLE 4.1. PARAMETERS OF THE 100 MW AGGREGATE MODEL
Rated power 100 MW
Rated voltage 33 kV
Xls 0.158367 pu
Xm 3.8271871 pu
Xlr 0.065986 pu
Rs 0.0092417 pu
Rr 0.0075614 pu
X f 1.055 pu
R f 0.1055 pu
Cdc 437 µF
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the transmission line can be derived as
d
dt


it,d
it,q
vc,d
vc,q

= AT L


it,d
it,q
vc,d
vc,q

+BT L,1
[
vt,d
vt,q
]
+BT L,2
[
vb,d
vb,q
]
[
it,d
it,q
]
= CT L


it,d
it,q
vc,d
vc,q


(4.3)
where
AT L =


−RtotLtot ωs − 1Ltot 0
−ωs −RtotLtot 0 − 1Ltot
1
C 0 0 ωs
0 1C −ωs 0

 ,
BT L,1 =


1
Ltot 0
0 1Ltot
0 0
0 0

 ,BT L,2 =


− 1Ltot 0
0 − 1Ltot
0 0
0 0


CT L =
[
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
]
The transfer function of a linear time-invariant system expressed in a state-space form hav-
ing matrices
[
A B C D
]
can be obtained using the equation H (s) = C(sI−A)−1B+D.
Taking into account that the series-compensated transmission line is a linear system where the
terms of matrices in (4.3) are time-invariant, the transfer function for the transmission line can
be expressed as
it (s) = CT L (sI−AT L)−1 BT L,1vt (s)+CT L (sI−AT L)−1 BT L,2vb (s) (4.4)
where
it (s) =
[
it,d (s)
it,q (s)
]
, vt (s) =
[
vt,d (s)
vt,q (s)
]
, vb (s) =
[
vb,d (s)
vb,q (s)
]
The term “s” represents the Laplace variable. To extract the admittance relation of the transmis-
sion line looking into the grid, the transfer function matrix expressing the relation from vt (s) to
it (s) is considered as
it (s) = YT L (s)vt (s) (4.5)
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where
YT L (s) =
[
YT L,dd (s) YT L,dq (s)
YT L,qd (s) YT L,qq (s)
]
= CT L (sI−AT L)−1 BT L,1vt (s) (4.6)
Further evaluating the terms for the matrix YT L (s), the series-compensated transmission line is
a symmetric system with YT L,dd (s) = YT L,qq (s) and −YTL,dq (s) = YT L,qd (s) which can equiva-
lently be described using complex transfer functions as [36]
YT L (s) = YT L,dd (s)+ jYT L,qd (s) (4.7)
To obtain the frequency response of the transfer function in (4.7), the variable “s” is replaced
with jωn with ωn representing the angular frequency range of interest. The resonance frequency
for the transmission line based on fres =
√
Xc
Xtot fs appears in the subsynchronous frequency range
with fs represents the synchronous frequency. In a dq frame that is rotating at the synchronous
frequency, this would appear at fres− fs. As can be observed from Fig. 4.2 (left), showing the
dq admittance of a series-compensated transmission line, the resonance appears at a negative
frequency. This is to imply that a resonance in the subsynchronous frequency range appears as
a negative sequence in the rotating dq-frame. However in the αβ -frame, the response can be
obtained through frequency shifting by substituting the variable “s” with j(ω −ωs) instead as
in Fig. 4.2 (right)
Fig. 4.2 Frequency response for dq admittance of a series compensation transmission line, 30% com-
pensation (a) obtained substituting “s” with jω (b) obtained substituting “s” with j(ω−ωs)
4.4 DFIG admittance
The modeling approach consists of developing small subsystems which are connected to build
the total system. The advantage with this approach is that, a complex system can be built through
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Fig. 4.3 Model of a DFIG turbine
a step-by-step interconnection of smaller subsystems. Moreover, the system is verified for each
subsystem added which makes the debugging process less complicated. Another added advan-
tage with this approach is the possibility of removing subsystems and analyzing the impact on
the overall system. The DFIG is considered as an entire system built from smaller subsystems
like the induction generator model, the RSC model, the GSC model and the dc-link dynamics
model.
Fig. 4.3 shows the DFIG system to be modeled. In this section, the DFIG is considered to be
connected to an infinite bus through a transmission line. The WRIG is represented in terms
of resistances (Rs and RR) and inductances (LM and LR). The ac-side of the RSC is connected
directly to the rotor of WRIG whereas the dc-side is coupled to the dc-side of the GSC through
the dc-link with a capacitance (Cdc). The ac-side of the GSC is coupled to the grid-side filter
represented by a resistance (R f ) and an inductance (L f ).
First, the WRIG with the RSC current controller excluding the dc-link dynamics and the outer-
loop controllers is derived. Next the subsystem consisting of the grid-side filter and the GSC
current controller is developed. The two subsystems are cascaded to create a simplified model
not including outer-loop controllers for the RSC and GSC is created. Following this, a subsys-
tem comprising the outer power control loop for the RSC is developed. A final subsystem for
the outer-loop controller for the GSC and the dc-link dynamics is derived. In the end, the two
subsystems for the outer-loop controllers are cascaded with the simplified model to create the
electrical model for the DFIG.
4.4.1 WRIG with rotor-side current controller
In this section, the WRIG together with the RSC current controller excluding outer-loop con-
trollers and dc-link dynamics is derived. For the purpose of clarity, the stator and rotor voltage
equations for the WRIG considering the Γ-representation in the dq-frame as described in (3.3)
are repeated here.
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v
(dq)
s = Rsi
(dq)
s +
dΨ(dq)s
dt + jωsΨ
(dq)
s
v
(dq)
R = RRi
(dq)
R +
dΨ(dq)R
dt + jω2Ψ
(dq)
R
(4.8)
Expressing the stator and rotor flux expressions using is and iR, (4.8) is expressed as
v
(dq)
s = Rsi
(dq)
s +LM
di(dq)s
dt +LM
di(dq)R
dt + jωsLMi
(dq)
s + jωsLMi(dq)R
v
(dq)
R = RRi
(dq)
R +LM
di(dq)s
dt +(LM +LR)
di(dq)R
dt + jω2LMi
(dq)
s + jω2 (LM +LR) i(dq)R
(4.9)
The above expression governing the WRIG can be expressed in the Laplace domain as
v
(dq)
s (s) = (Rs + sLM + jωsLM) i(dq)s (s)+(sLM + jωsLM) i(dq)R (s)
v
(dq)
R (s) = (sLM + jω2LM) i(dq)s (s)+(RR + s(LM +LR)+ jω2 (LM +LR)) i(dq)R (s)
(4.10)
Using (4.10), the WRIG can be expressed in a matrix form in terms of stator and rotor currents,
input rotor voltage and input stator voltage as
Mgig = MRvR +Msvs (4.11)
where
ig =
[
is
iR
]
, is =
[
is,d (s)
is,q (s)
]
, iR =
[
iR,d (s)
iR,q (s)
]
, vR =
[
vR,d (s)
vR,q (s)
]
, vs =
[
vs,d (s)
vs,q (s)
]
Mg =


Rs + sLM −ωsLM sLM −ωsLM
ωsLM Rs + sLM ωsLM sLM
sLM −ω2LM RR + s(LM +LR) −ω2 (LM +LR)
ω2LM sLM ω2 (LM +LR) RR + s(LM +LR)


MR =


0 0
0 0
1 0
0 1

 , Ms =


1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0


In this chapter, variables with bold letter are used to represent both matrices and vectors. In
Subsection 3.3.1, the derivation of the RSC current controller was presented. The reference
rotor voltage generated by the RSC current controller shown in (3.24) is repeated here.
v
∗(dq)
R (s) = Fcc,R (s)
(
i∗(dq)R (s)− i(dq)R (s)
)
+ jω2LRi(dq)R (s)+HLP (s) eˆ(dq)em f (s) (4.12)
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where the estimated back EMF term is eˆ(dq)em f (s) = vs (s)−
(
Rs
LM + jωr
)
ˆΨ(dq)s and the low-pass
filter term as HLP (s) = αLPs+αLP . The transfer function Fcc,R (s) is a proportional controller with the
term kp,cc = αcc,RLR. Under the assumption that the RSC converter is treated as a set of linear
amplifiers and are able to generate the reference voltages with no delay, the rotor voltage vector
vR in (4.11) can be expressed as
vR = v
∗
R
v∗R =
[
v∗R,d (s)
v∗R,q (s)
]
= Fcc,Ri∗R +Mcc,Rig +Mcc,vvs
(4.13)
where
Fcc,R =
[
Fcc,R (s) 0
0 Fcc,R(s)
]
, Mcc,v =
[
HLP (s) 0
0 HLP (s)
]
, i∗R =
[
i∗R,d (s)
i∗R,q (s)
]
Mcc,R =
[ −RsHLP (s) ωrLMHLP (s) −Fcc,R (s) −(ω2LR−ωrLMHLP (s))
−ωrLMHLP (s) −RsHLP (s) (ω2LR−ωrLMHLP (s)) −Fcc,R (s)
]
In (4.11), a representation of a WRIG using the Γ-representation has been formulated in terms
of input voltages, stator and rotor currents. Following this, taking the expression of voltage
generated by the rotor-side converter (i.e. neglecting the outer- controllers), a representation for
the rotor-side current controller is obtained as (4.13). As the output voltage from the rotor-side
converter serves as an input to the WRIG rotor, combining (4.11) and (4.13) results in a system
representation in terms of currents, reference values and input voltages as
Mgcc,iig = Mgcc,re f i∗R +Mgcc,vvs (4.14)
with matrices Mgcc,i, Mgcc,re f and Mgcc,v expressed as
Mgcc,i = Mg−MRMcc,R
Mgcc,re f = MRFcc,R
Mgcc,v = MRMcc,v +Ms
The losses and phase shift due to the three-winding transformer (see Fig. 4.3) is assumed to be
negligible and therefore not considered during the modeling. However, the transformation ratio
between the different side is accounted for. As there is a one to one ratio between the stator-side
and terminal-side of the DFIG, the stator voltage vector (vs) can be replaced by DFIG terminal
voltage (vt) resulting in
Mgcc,iig = Mgcc,re f i∗R +Mgcc,vvt (4.15)
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At an early stage, the admittance of WRIG with the rotor current controller can be obtained by
rearranging (4.15) into a form corresponding to
ig =
[
is
iR
]
=
[
Ggccs,re f
GgccR,re f
]
i∗R +
[
Ygcc
YgccR
]
vt (4.16)
with [
Ggccs,re f
GgccR,re f
]
= [Mgcc,i]−1 Mgcc,re f and
[
Ygcc
YgccR
]
= [Mgcc,i]−1 Mgcc,v
Ggccs,re f , GgccR,re f , Ygcc and YgccR are 2x2 transfer function matrices. Ygcc expressing the rela-
tion from terminal voltage vector (vt) to stator current vector (is) is considered as the admittance
matrix which is expressed explicitly as
[
is,d (s)
is,q (s)
]
=
[
Ygcc (1,1) Ygcc (1,2)
Ygcc (2,1) Ygcc (2,2)
][
vt,d (s)
vt,q (s)
]
(4.17)
The combined system constituting the WRIG and the rotor-side current controller is symmetric
in nature as the system is identical both along the d and q axis. Hence the admittance can
equivalently be expressed using complex transfer function as [36]
Y gcc (s) = Ygcc (1,1)+ jYgcc (2,1) (4.18)
The admittance of a WRIG with current controller in the subsynchronous frequency range ob-
tained by evaluating the frequency response of (4.18) is depicted in Fig. 4.4. The admittance
is normalized by the rated power and voltage for the DFIG. The admittance of a WRIG with
the rotor circuit connected to a rotor-side current controller by itself does not give much insight
into the behavior of the DFIG turbine but instead will serve as a building block for total DFIG
admittance.
Fig. 4.4 Admittance of WRIG in series with the RSC connected to the rotor terminal only considering
the inner-current controller, closed-loop current controller bandwidth of 1 pu
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4.4.2 Grid-side filter with GSC current controller
In this section, the grid-side filter together with the GSC current controller as a stand-along shunt
device is considered. Figure. 4.5 shows a portion of Fig. 4.3 with the grid-side filter connected
to the GSC. The outer dc-link controller for the GSC is neglected in this subsection and will be
connected as an added subsystem in the coming subsection.
In reference to Fig. 4.5, the voltage v f at the terminal of the GSC in the Laplace domain can be
expressed as
v
(dq)
f (s) =
(
R f + sL f
)
i(dq)f (s)+ jωsL f i(dq)f (s)+ v(dq)g (s) (4.19)
The expression for the GSC current controller as described in (3.28) is repeated here.
v
∗(dq)
f (s) = Fcc, f (s)
(
i∗(dq)f (s)− i(dq)f (s)
)
+ jωsL f i(dq)f (s)+HLP (s)v(dq)g (s) (4.20)
Fcc, f (s) = kp f ,cc +
ki f ,cc
s
is a PI controller with kp f ,cc = αcc, f L f and ki f ,cc = αcc, f R f . Again
assuming v(dq)f = v
∗(dq)
f , (4.19) and (4.20) can be be expressed as
M f cc,ii f = M f cc,re f i∗f +M f cc,vgvg (4.21)
where
i f =
[
i f ,d (s)
i f ,q (s)
]
, i∗f =
[
i∗f ,d (s)
i∗f ,q (s)
]
,vg =
[
vg,d (s)
vg,q (s)
]
M f cc,i =
[
R f + sL f +Fcc, f (s) 0
0 R f + sL f +Fcc, f (s)
]
M f cc,re f =
[
Fcc, f (s) 0
0 Fcc, f (s)
]
,M f cc,vg =
[
HLP (s)−1 0
0 HLP (s)−1
]
In the same manner as in the previous subsection, the losses and phase-shift due to the three-
winding transformer is neglected. However considering the transformer’s ratio (ktr) between
the grid-filter side and the generator terminal side (see Fig. 4.5), the voltage vector vg can be
expressed as
vg = ktrvt (4.22)
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Inserting (4.22) into (4.21), a subsystem representation of the grid-side filter connected to the
GSC with a current controller in terms of the terminal input voltage, the actual and reference
filter currents is given by
M f cc,ii f = M f cc,re f i∗f +M f cc,vvt (4.23)
with
M f cc,v = ktrM f cc,vg
4.4.3 Combined WRIG, RSC and GSC current controllers
In Subsections 4.4.1, the WRIG together with rotor-side current controller has been expressed
as a single subsystem having terminal voltage (vt) and rotor current reference (i∗R) as input and
currents as outputs (refer to equation (4.15)). Similarly, in Subsection 4.4.2, the grid-side filter
along with the GSC current controller has been described using transfer function matrices hav-
ing terminal voltage (vt) and filter current reference (i∗f ) as input is shown in (4.23). Combining
the two subsystems, a simplified DFIG model neglecting the outer-loop controllers both for the
RSC and GSC can be obtained. Using (4.15) and (4.23), the cascaded system is expressed as
Mgrcc,ii = Mgrcc,re f i∗re f +Mgrcc,vvt (4.24)
with
Mgrcc,i =
[
Mgcc,i P1
PT1 M f cc,i
]
, Mgrcc,re f =
[
Mgcc,re f P1
P2 M f cc,re f
]
Mgrcc,v =
[
Mgcc,v
M f cc,v
]
, i =
[
ig
i f
]
=

 isiR
i f

 , i∗re f =
[
i∗R
i∗f
]
P1 = zeros [4x2] , P2 = zeros [2x2]
In a similar manner, the expression in (4.24) can be rearranged to generate admittance and
reference matrices as
i = Ggrcci∗re f +Ygrccvt (4.25)
with matrices Ggrcc and Ygrcc expressed as
Ggrcc = M−1grcc,iMgrcc,re f =

 G
iRre f
grcc,is P2
GiRre fgrcc,iR P2
P2 Gi f re fgrcc,i f


Ygrcc = M−1grcc,iMgrcc,v =

 Ygrcc,isYgrcc,iR
Ygrcc,i f


(4.26)
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GiRre fgrcc,is is a 2x2 transfer function matrix expressing the relation from i
∗(dq)
R to i
(dq)
s where as
GiRre fgrcc,iR is a transfer function matrix of the same size expressing the relation from i
∗(dq)
R to i
(dq)
R .
Gi f re fgrcc,i f express the transfer function relation from i
∗(dq)
f to i
(dq)
f . Ygrcc,is represent the transfer
function matrix from terminal voltage (v(dq)t ) to stator current (i(dq)s ) whereas Ygrcc,i f is the
transfer function matrix from terminal voltage (v(dq)t ) to filter current (i(dq)f ). Observing (4.25),
the system with WRIG, RSC current controller and the GSC current controller is represented in
a transfer function matrix form explicitly defined as matrices affecting the reference term and
matrices affecting the admittance term. In the subsections that follow, the subsystems expressing
the outer-loop controllers both for the RSC and GSC thereby incorporating the dc-link dynamics
is derived. These are then cascaded to obtain the overall mathematical expression for the DFIG.
4.4.4 Active and reactive power controllers
In previous subsections, a simplified mathematical representation of the DFIG neglecting outer
controller loops have been covered. In this subsection, the outer-loop controller for the RSC is
derived. The outer control-loops as discussed in Chapter 3 is based on a PI controller which
controls the terminal active and reactive power of the DFIG. For the convenience of the reader,
the expression for the controller are repeated.
i∗R,d (s) = FQc
(Q∗out −HLP,QQout)
i∗R,q (s) = FPc (P∗out −HLP,pPout)
(4.27)
where
FPc = kp,p
(
1+
1
sTi,p
)
, FQc = kp,Q
(
1+
1
sTi,Q
)
, HLP,p = HLP,Q =
αLP,p
s+αLP,p
The expression for the terminal powers, Pout and Qout are
Pout = 3
(−vs,dis,d− vs,qis,q + vg,di f ,d + vg,qi f ,q)
Qout = 3
(
vs,dis,q− vs,qis,d− vg,di f ,q + vg,qi f ,d
) (4.28)
It should be noted that the inclusion of the power controller caused the system to be non-linear
as (4.28) is non-linear. Hence, (4.27) can be linearized as
∆i∗R,d = FQc
(
∆Q∗out −HLP,Q∆Qout
)
∆i∗R,q = FPc (∆P∗out −HLP,p∆Pout)
(4.29)
here represented using transfer function matrices as[
∆i∗R,d
∆i∗R,d
]
= FPQc
[
∆P∗out
∆Q∗out
]
−FPQcHLP,p
[
∆Pout
∆Qout
]
(4.30)
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with
FPQc =
[
0 FQc
FPc 0
]
Linearization of the power expression in (4.28) results in[
∆Pout
∆Qout
]
=
[ −3vs,d0 −3vs,q0
−3vs,q0 3vs,d0
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
MPQ,is
[
∆is,d
∆is,q
]
+
[
3vg,d0 3vg,q0
3vg,q0 −3vg,d0
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
MPQ,i f
[
∆i f ,d
∆i f ,q
]
+
[ −3is,d0 −3is,q0
3is,q0 −3is,d0
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
MPQ,vs
[
∆vs,d
∆vs,q
]
+
[
3i f ,d0 3i f ,q0
−3i f ,q0 3i f ,d0
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
MPQ,vg
[
∆vg,d
∆vg,q
]
[
∆Pout
∆Qout
]
= MPQ,is
[
∆is,d
∆is,q
]
+MPQ,i f
[
∆i f ,d
∆i f ,q
]
+MPQ,v
[
∆vt,d
∆vt,q
]
(4.31)
where
MPQ,v = MPQ,vs + ktrMPQ,vg
The “0” in the subscript indicates initial conditions. Expression (4.31) can be conveniently
expressed as [
∆Pout
∆Qout
]
=
[
MPQ,is P2 MPQ,i f
]︸ ︷︷ ︸
MPQ,i
∆i+MPQ,v
[
∆vt,d
∆vt,q
]
(4.32)
with
∆i =
[
∆is,d ∆is,q ∆iR,d ∆iR,q ∆i f ,d ∆i f ,q
]T
Equation (4.30) and (4.32) can be combined to generate the expression for the reference rotor
currents
[
∆i∗R,d
∆i∗R,d
]
as
[
∆i∗R,d
∆i∗R,d
]
= FPQc
[
∆P∗out
∆Q∗out
]
−FPQcHLP,pMPQ,i∆i−FPQcHLP,pMPQ,v
[
∆vt,d
∆vt,q
]
(4.33)
Even with the numerous expression derived so far, the coupling between the subsystem consti-
tuting the WRIG and RSC, and the subsystem constituting the grid-side filter and GSC is not
accomplished. The RSC and GSC are electrically coupled through the dc-link capacitor. Hence
the incorporation of the dc-link dynamics together with the implemented dc-link voltage con-
troller is a crucial step. The next subsection is delegated to generate a subsystem representing
the dc-link dynamics and the dc-link voltage controller.
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4.4.5 DC-link voltage controller
Recalling the dc-link voltage controller that acts on q-component of the filter current, the control
equation in (3.39) can be rewritten as
i∗f ,q = Fdc
(
U∗2dc −U2dc
)
+GaU2dc (4.34)
with
Fdc = kp,dc +
ki,dc
s
with kp,dc and ki,dc as described in (3.37). Linearization around a steady-state operating point
leads to
∆i∗f ,q = 2U∗dc0Fdc∆U∗dc +2Udc0 (Ga−Fdc)∆Udc (4.35)
To obtain the expression for ∆Udc, the dynamics of the dc-link capacitor is considered. The
dc-link capacitor dynamics as described in Chapter 3 can be expressed in terms of the active
power exchange between the RSC and the GSC. Under the assumption that both the RSC and
GSC converter are ideal meaning that the power on the dc-side is considered equivalent to the
power on the ac-side, the expression for the dc-link capacitor can be written as
1
2
Cdc
dU2dc
dt =−Pf −PR (4.36)
Linearization of the above expression and transformation to Laplace domain results in
∆Udc =
−∆Pf −∆PR
CdcUdc0s
(4.37)
The expression for ∆i∗f ,q in (4.35) can now be combined with (4.37) to obtain
∆i∗f ,q = mdcre f ∆U∗dc +mp
(
∆Pf +∆PR
) (4.38)
where
mdcre f = 2U∗dc0Fdc, mp =
2(Fdc−Ga)
Cdcs
To further expand (4.38), linearized expression for power flowing into RSC and GSC are re-
quired. The active power flow from the GSC, using small signal, can be expressed as
∆Pf =
[
3v f ,d0 3v f ,q0
][ ∆i f ,d
∆i f ,q
]
+
[
3i f ,d0 3i f ,q0
][ ∆v f ,d
∆v f ,q
]
(4.39)
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The expression for the voltage (v f ) at the terminal of the GSC (under the assumptions consid-
ered) can be extracted from (4.20) as[
∆v f ,d
∆v f ,q
]
= M f cc,re f
[
∆i∗f ,d
∆i∗f ,q
]
+
[ −Fcc, f −ωsL f
ωsL f −Fcc, f
]
∆i f +
[
ktrHLP 0
0 ktrHLP
]
∆vt (4.40)
Combining (4.39) and (4.40), the linearized expression for ∆Pf can be rewritten as
∆Pf = MP f re f
[
∆i∗f ,d
∆i∗f ,q
]
+MP f i f ∆i f +MP f v∆vt (4.41)
where
MP f re f =
[
3i f ,d0 3i f ,q0
]
M f cc,re f
MP f i f =
[
3v f ,d0 3v f ,q0
]
+
[
3i f ,d0 3i f ,q0
][ −Fcc, f −ωsL f
ωsL f −Fcc, f
]
MP f v =
[
3i f ,d0 3i f ,q0
][ ktrHLP 0
0 ktrHLP
]
The linearized expression for the power flowing out of the RSC can be expressed as
∆PR =
[
3vR,d0 3vR,q0
][ ∆iR,d
∆iR,q
]
+
[
3iR,d0 3iR,q0
][ ∆vR,d
∆vR,q
]
(4.42)
Since the expression for vR in (4.13) is linear,
[
∆vR,d
∆vR,q
]
can be obtained from the same expres-
sion as [
∆vR,d
∆vR,q
]
= Fcc,R
[
∆i∗R,d
∆i∗R,d
]
+Mcc,R∆ig +Mcc,v∆vt (4.43)
The combination of (4.42) and (4.43) results in
∆PR = MPRre f
[
∆i∗R,d
∆i∗R,d
]
+MPRig∆ig +MPRv∆vt (4.44)
where
MPRre f =
[
3iR,d0 3iR,q0
]
Fcc,R
MPRig =
[
3iR,d0 3iR,q0
]
Mcc,R +
[
0 0 3vR,d0 3vR,q0
]
MPRv =
[
3iR,d0 3iR,q0
]
Mcc,v
The expression for ∆PR in (4.44) in combination with the expression for
[
∆i∗R,d
∆i∗R,d
]
in (4.33) and
∆Pf in (4.41) can be manipulated to obtain
∆Pf +∆PR = MP f re f
[
∆i∗f ,d
∆i∗f ,q
]
+MPRre f FPQc
[
∆P∗out
∆Q∗out
]
+Mi f re f i∆i+Mi f re f v∆vt (4.45)
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where
Mi f re f i =
[
MPRig MP f i f
]−MPRre f FPQcHLP,pMPQ,i
Mi f re f v = MPRv +MP f v−MPRre f FPQcHLP,pMPQ,v
Inserting (4.45) into (4.38) results in
∆i∗f ,q = mdcre f ∆U∗dc +mpMP f re f
[
∆i∗f ,d
∆i∗f ,q
]
+mpMPRre f FPQc
[
∆P∗out
∆Q∗out
]
+ mpMi f re f i∆i + mpMi f re f v∆vt
(4.46)
As it was presented in Chapter 3, the d-component of the filter current is controlled to zero by
setting the reference value to zero. However for the ease of matrix manipulation, the expression
for the reference d-component is here described as
∆i∗f ,d = ∆i
′∗
f ,d (4.47)
Combining (4.46) and (4.47) results in[
∆i∗f ,d
∆i∗f ,q
]
=
[
1 0
0 mdcre f
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mdcre f
[
∆i′∗f ,d
∆U∗dc
]
+
[
P3
mpMP f re f
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mdci f
[
∆i∗f ,d
∆i∗f ,q
]
+
[
P3
mpMPRre f FPQc
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mpdcre f
[
∆P∗out
∆Q∗out
]
+
[
P4
mpMi f re f i
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mdci
∆i+
[
P3
mpMi f re f v
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mdcv
∆vt
(4.48)
where P3 and P4 are vectors of zero with size corresponding to
P3 = zeros [1x2] , P4 = zeros [1x6]
Following some matrix manipulation, the reference filter current expression can be obtained as[
∆i∗f ,d
∆i∗f ,q
]
= MdcMdcre f
[
∆i′∗f ,d
∆U∗dc
]
+MdcMpdcre f
[
∆P∗out
∆Q∗out
]
+ MdcMdci∆i+MdcMdcv∆vt
(4.49)
with the matrix Mdc defined as
Mdc =
[
I−Mdci f
]−1
With I representing a 2x2 identity matrix. Equation (4.49) gives the representation of the re-
ference filter current (∆i∗f ) in terms of input references (∆P∗out , ∆Q∗out , ∆i∗
′
f ,d and ∆U∗dc), input
terminal voltage (∆vt) and currents (∆is, ∆iR and ∆i f ). This expression is used in the next sec-
tion where the various subsystems are combined to obtain the overall system.
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4.4.6 Combined subsystems
In Subsection (4.4.3), a combined subsystem consisting of the WRIG, the RSC and GSC current
controller has been generated leading to a structure defined in (4.25) that can be expressed in
small-signal as
∆i = Ggrcc∆i∗re f +Ygrcc∆vt (4.50)
where
∆i∗re f =
[
∆i∗R,d ∆i∗R,q ∆i∗f ,d ∆i∗f ,q
]T
To incorporate the outer-controller loops using expressions derived in Sections 4.4.4 and 4.4.5,
(4.33) and (4.49) are combined to obtain a representation for i∗re f as
∆i∗re f =
[
FPQc P2
MdcMpdcre f MdcMdcre f
]
∆P∗out
∆Q∗out
∆i′∗f ,d
∆U∗dc


+
[ −FPQcHLP,pMPQ,i
MdcMdci
]
∆i+
[ −FPQcHLP,pMPQ,v
MdcMdcv
]
∆vt
(4.51)
Inserting (4.51) into (4.50) and following some matrix manipulation
∆i = Gtot


∆P∗out
∆Q∗out
∆i′∗f ,d
∆U∗dc

+Ytot∆vt (4.52)
with
Gtot = GI
{
Ggrcc
[
FPQcHLP,p P2
MdcMpdcre f MdcMdcre f
]}
Ytot = GI
{
Ggrcc
[ −FPQcHLP,pMPQ,v
MdcMdcv
]
+Ygrcc
}
GI =
{
I6x6−Ggrcc
[ −FPQcHLP,pMPQ,i
MdcMdci
]}−1
The admittance transfer function matrix (Ytot) is a 6x2 transfer function matrix constituting the
relation from terminal voltage vt to is, iR and i f . The matrix Gtot is a 6x4 transfer function
matrix showing the relation from reference input to currents is, iR and i f . The various transfer
functions from matrices Gtot and Ytot can be used to define new transfer functions matrices for
the individual currents as
[
∆is,d
∆is,q
]
= Gtot,is


∆P∗out
∆Q∗out
∆i′∗f ,d
∆U∗dc

+Ytot,is
[
∆vt,d
∆vt,q
]
(4.53)
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[
∆iR,d
∆iR,q
]
= Gtot,iR


∆P∗out
∆Q∗out
∆i′∗f ,d
∆U∗dc

+Ytot,iR
[
∆vt,d
∆vt,q
]
(4.54)
[
∆i f ,d
∆i f ,q
]
= Gtot,if


∆P∗out
∆Q∗out
∆i′∗f ,d
∆U∗dc

+Ytot,if
[
∆vt,d
∆vt,q
]
(4.55)
with
Gtot =

 Gtot,isGtot,iR
Gtot,if

 , Ytot =

 Ytot,isYtot,iR
Ytot,if


Observing (4.53), the transfer function matrix (Ytot,is) represents the admittance viewed from
the DFIG terminal into the generator stator where as the transfer function matrix (Ytot,if) in
(4.55) represents the admittance matrix as viewed from the terminal into the grid-side filter.
From the terminal of the DFIG, this two admittances appear to be connected in parallel. Hence,
through parallel connection of the two admittances (Ytot,is and Ytot,if), the admittance transfer
function matrix for the DFIG as viewed from the terminal into the generator can be obtained as
YDFIG = Ytot,is−Y′tot,if =
[
YDFIG,dd YDFIG,dd
YDFIG,qd YDFIG,qq
]
(4.56)
where Y′tot,if is the transfer function Ytot,if transformed to the high voltage-side of the three-
winding transformer. The admittance transfer function matrix YDFIG, unlike the matrices we
have dealt with so far, is non-symmetric. This is to mean that the representation of transfer
function matrix using complex transfer function (as done in 4.18) no longer holds. To obtain
the phase transfer function in the αβ frame from the dq transfer function matrix, an approach
described in [26] is adopted. According to [26], the phase transfer function in the αβ frame,
through averaging. can be obtained from the dq axes as
YDFIG (s) =
1
2
[
YDFIG,dd (s− jωs)+YDFIG,qq (s− jωs)
]
+
j1
2
[
YDFIG,qd (s− jωs)−YDFIG,dq (s− jωs)
] (4.57)
It should be noted that the above expression is valid only for positive sequence admittance.
However when dealing with SSR, the interest of frequency range lies in the subsynchronous
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frequency range which justifies the use of this approach. The frequency response for the DFIG
can be obtained by substituting “s” with “ jω” resulting in an admittance curve shown in Fig. 4.6
Fig. 4.6 Admittance of a single DFIG wind turbine in the subsynchronous frequency range. Pout=0.72
pu, Qout=0 pu, αcc,R = αcc, f = 1 pu, αdc = 0.1 pu
4.4.7 Model verification
To validate the derived linearized model of the DFIG, a full switching model of a DFIG in
PSCAD/EMTDC having the same parameter and control structure has been utilized. The uti-
lized DFIG model in PSCAD is a generic model developed for voltage-dip analysis and shown
to exhibit similar electrical dynamic behavior to an actual wind turbine that is installed at
Tva˚a˚ker, Sweden [42]. However, for the validation purpose at hand, the Advanced Grid Op-
eration (AGO) and the Fault-Ride Through (FRT) capabilities has been disabled
A frequency sweep is performed by injecting a balanced three phase voltage at the terminal
having a fundamental frequency component and a harmonic frequency component with a pre-
determined amplitude (2% of the fundamental). For every frequency sweep, the superimposed
harmonic frequency is varied between 1 Hz and 48 Hz in steps of 1 Hz. When steady-state is
reached, the injected voltage and current response are measured. From the measurements the
harmonic voltage and current components are extracted to obtain an average phase impedance/
admittance.
The validation was performed for various operating point and controller parameters. However,
as a demonstration, two output power levels are presented: Pout = 0.72 pu and Pout = 0.25 pu. De-
pending on the selected reference power, the operating speed both for the mathematical model
and the PSCAD simulation is determined using a look-up tables and is assumed to be constant
during the perturbation. The power level Pout = 0.72 pu corresponding to supersynchronous
speed range where power flows out both from the stator and from the rotor. In this range of op-
eration, the GSC operates as an inverter feeding the power from the rotor into the grid. Fig. 4.7
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shows a comparison for the real and imaginary part of the admittance obtained using the lin-
earized model and the PSCAD model.
Fig. 4.7 DFIG mathematical model validation. Pout=0.72 pu, Qout=0 pu, αCC=1 pu and αdc=0.1 pu
The power level Pout = 0.25 pu corresponding to subsynchronous speed range where power is
fed into the rotor from the grid via the BTB converter. Here the GSC operates as a rectifier. The
model verification for this power range showing the real and imaginary part of the admittance
is depicted in Fig. 4.8
Fig. 4.8 DFIG mathematical model validation. Pout=0.25 pu, Qout=0 pu, αCC=1 pu and αdc=0.1 pu
The frequency sweep performer in PSCAD showed a good match to the frequency sweep ob-
tained using the linearized model. The DFIG is shown to exhibits a zero-crossing on the imagi-
nary part of its admittance in the frequency range (36 Hz - 38 Hz).
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4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the development of an admittance model for the investigated system has been
presented. A state-space approach has been adopted in building the admittance model for the
transmission grid system. The admittance model development for wind turbine adopted a modu-
lar approach that break the turbine into small subsystems that can be interfaced with each other.
This subsystems were then merged to develop the overall turbine admittance. The obtained ad-
mittance plot has been validated against an equivalent wind turbine model in PSCAD/EMTDC.
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Chapter 5
Frequency domain stability analysis and
verification
The system investigated in this thesis has been presented in Chapter 4. In the same chapter, the
system has been divided into subsystems, comprising of the wind turbine and the transmission
subsystem. A model representation for a single wind turbine has been derived, which in pu will
be utilized to represent the aggregate wind farm model. Fig. 5.1(a) shows a single-line diagram
of the system expressed in terms of wind farm impedance and grid admittance. The system at
hand, can be represented as a SISO using small-signal analysis as shown in Fig. 5.1(b). The
wind farm model utilized for this investigation is operated in power control mode. Depending
on wind speed, the corresponding maximum power point level is extracted from a look-up table
which serves as a reference input to the power controller of the DFIG. In Fig. 5.1(b), the input
(∆i∗) is a current reference proportional to the reference active power (P∗out) for the wind farm.
A constant wind speed distribution through out the farm is assumed, resulting in a single power
reference level. The term ZDFIG(s) is the impedance representation of the DFIG farm which can
be represented as a controllable frequency-dependent impedance. The variation in PCC voltage
(∆vt) serves as input to transmission grid admittance YL(s). For the variation in ∆vt , the grid
response through the line current ∆it closes the loop.
infinitebusLT, RT RL LL C
vt
vc vb
+ -
ZDFIG YL(s) (s)
(a)
+
-
ZDFIG(s)
YL(s)
it
*i
vt
(b)
Fig. 5.1 (a) Single line diagram representation for investigated system, (b) SISO representation of the
investigated system.
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+
-u
y
(s)H
(s)G
Fig. 5.2 Block diagram representation of a SISO with negative feedback
5.1 Frequency domain stability analysis approach
For the system shown in Fig. 5.2, the stability of the system can be evaluated by analyzing the
poles of the closed-loop system F(s) expressed in (5.1) or by applying Nyquist criterion to the
open-loop transfer function, G(s)H (s).
F (s) =
G(s)H (s)
1+G(s)H (s)
(5.1)
The frequency domain representation for the individual functions G(s) and H (s) can be ex-
pressed as [50]
G( jω) = Gr (ω)+ jGi (ω)
1
H ( jω) = H
′
r (ω)+ jH
′
i (ω)
(5.2)
A method using complex torque coefficients is introduced in [51] and [52] for the analysis of
the risk of subsynchronous torsional interaction for a steam turbine generator system. In the
analysis, the transfer function G(s) represented the mechanical damping torque whereas H (s)
is the transfer function for the electrical damping torque. The damping coefficients (Gr (ω) and
H ′r (ω)) and the spring constants (Gi (ω)and H
′
i (ω)) are then employed to derive a net damping
criterion, which states that for each closed-loop resonance ω , if (5.3) holds, there exists no risk
of torsional interaction
D(ω) = Gr (ω)+H
′
r (ω)> 0 (5.3)
However, it was in [50] that, both proof and modification for the above analysis was provided.
Using the Nyquist criterion , it has been shown that the above criterion should be applied for the
open-loop resonance and not for the closed loop resonance as well as for low frequencies where
the loop gain does not exceed unity. The above analysis can be extended to assess the stability
of an impedance/ admittance based interconnected system expressed as a SISO. Here, instead of
using damping coefficients, the frequency-dependent impedance and admittance characteristics
of the individual subsystems can be used to generate a similar relation. Replacing the Laplace
variable “s” with jω , the open-loop relation can be expressed as
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G( jω)H ( jω) = Gr (ω)+ jGi (ω)
H ′r (ω)+ jH ′i (ω)
=
Gr (ω)H
′
r (ω)+Gi (ω)H
′
i (ω)
H ′r (ω)
2 +H ′i (ω)
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Re[G( jω)H( jω)]
+ j Gi (ω)H
′
r (ω)−Gr (ω)H
′
i (ω)
H ′r (ω)
2 +H ′i (ω)
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Im[G( jω)H( jω)]
(5.4)
Based on the Nyquist criterion, if the individual subsystems are stable (meaning have no poles in
the right-hand plane), the closed-loop system, F(s) will also be stable; provided that the open-
loop transfer function G(s)H (s) does not encircle the -1. By applying the classical Nyquist
criterion to the expression of (5.4), non encloser of -1 is guaranteed if:
Re [G( jωN)H ( jωN)]>−1 for ωN−−−−→ Im [G( jωN)H ( jωN)] = 0 (5.5)
Therefore, the stability of the closed-loop system F(s) is guarnteed if Re [G( jωN)H ( jωN)] >
−1 holds for ωN that satisfies Im [G( jωN)H ( jωN)] = 0. Replacing G( jω) with frequency-
dependent DFIG impedance, ZDFIG ( jω), and H ( jω) to represent the admittance of the trans-
mission grid, YL ( jω), the relation provided in (5.5) can be used to evaluate the stability of
the closed-loop system shown in Fig.5.1(b). In this thesis, the criteria in (5.5) is referred to as
impedance-based Nyquist criterion. Here it should be noted that ωN represents the open-loop
resonance, not the closed-loop resonance of the system.
Before proceeding to utilize the impedance based Nyquist stability analysis to asses the stability
of the interconnected system shown in Fig. 5.1(a), frequency-domain analysis for the individual
subsystem can be evaluated. This helps to gain insights into the various controller parameters
and system conditions that could impact the impedance/admittance behavior of the subsystem.
The obtained result serves as a guidance for identifying system conditions and parameter varia-
tions that potentially affect the system’s overall stability.
5.2 Frequency domain analysis for DFIG system
In Chapter 4, the admittance modeling for the overall DFIG turbine has been presented. The
method has been proven to be an efficient approach for obtaining the frequency domain ad-
mittance, (in the subsynchronous frequency range) which can further be used to obtain the
frequency domain impedance.
The DFIG mainly comprises of an induction generator with converters. Its behavior is therefore
influenced by the behaviors of the induction generator and converters collectively. To just eval-
uate individually the various subsystem to arrive at a viable conclusion is not feasible. However
the same approach can be used to identify system parameters and conditions that affect the var-
ious subsystem. To start off, the influence due to the induction generator is evaluated from an
impedance point of view.
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5.2.1 Influence of induction generator
As a baseline for evaluating the influence of the induction generator, the impedance plot of
the induction generator used for the modeling is considered. Observe that the presented plots
are related to the induction generator only and that the converters here are not considered. The
induction generator is a WRIG however, in this section, the rotors are short-circuited hence
acting as a squirrel cage induction generator. This is a justified simplification as the aim is to
alienate the effect of the induction generator from that of the converter. The mechanical drive
train of the induction generator is not taken into account throughout this analysis. Fig. 5.3 shows
the impedance plot for the induction generator that has a rotor electrical speed corresponding to
ωr = 1.1ωs where ωs is the fundamental angular frequency.
Fig. 5.3 Frequency domain impedance of induction generator. ωr = 1.1 pu
The induction generator has a negative resistance for a range of frequencies below the syn-
chronous frequency. This indicates that the induction generator has a negative influence on the
system’s ability to dissipate power. To further elaborate this, the steady-state circuit representa-
tion of an induction generator shown in Fig. 5.4 is considered. The term vR is the rotor voltage
(in the Γ representation) which in this analysis is set to zero (short circuited). The term s′ indi-
cates the slip term due to the slip associated with the rotor speed of rotation. This term can be
expressed in Laplace domain as
s′ =
s− jωr
s
(5.6)
where ωr is the rotor electrical angular frequency. From the equivalent circuit (see Fig. 5.4), the
impedance for the induction generator can be written (in the s-domain ) as
ZG (s) = Rs +
(
RR
s′
+ sLR
)
//sLM (5.7)
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Fig. 5.4 Steady-state equivalent circuit diagram of an induction generator
As the magnetization inductance of the machine is much larger (LM >> LR), the above expres-
sion can be further simplified as
ZG (s) = Rs + sLR +
RR
s′
(5.8)
Evaluating the relation in (5.8), there exists a term Rs that under the given assumptions, is
frequency independent . The second term sLR results in a positive-complex impedance that
contributes to the imaginary part of the induction generator impedance. The third term, consti-
tuting of the ratio of the rotor resistance RR and s′ is the one attributing to the observed negative
resistance. The RR is individually frequency independent, however, the contribution of s′ for fre-
quency range below the rotor angular frequency is negative as a result of ω < ωr. This causes
the ratio to be negative in the frequency range below the angular-rotor frequency.
For a fixed rotor speed, the negative resistance increases as the frequency approaches the rota-
tional frequency. This can also be observed in Fig. 5.3, where the resistive impedance is positive
up to a 30 Hz indicating that RR
s′ value does not exceed Rs. However, after this frequency, the
resistive impedance becomes negative.
Fig. 5.5 Frequency domain impedance of an induction generator for varied rotor speed. ωr=1.05 pu (blue
curve) and ωr=1.1 pu (red curve)
To observe the influence of the rotor speed, the impedance of the generator for two different
rotor speeds is plotted in Fig. 5.5. It can be observed that the curve with a higher rotor speed
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exhibits a lower negative resistance. This is associated with the fact that as the rotor speed
increases, the term |s′| get larger resulting in lower values of RR
s′ .
Another aspect to be evaluated is the impact of the generator parameters. Here, the influence of
rotor resistance RR in combination with the slip term serves as a good starting point. Fig. 5.6
shows the impedance plot for a constant rotor speed of 1.1 pu with a 10% increase and de-
crease of the rotor resistance. As can be speculated from (5.8), increase in rotor resistance will
contribute to an overall higher negative resistance and the opposite applies for a lower rotor
resistance (see Fig. 5.6). However, it should be noted that the influence of the rotor resistance
on the impedance even for a high deviation of 10 % is not still substantial.
Fig. 5.6 Frequency domain impedance of induction generator for varied rotor resistance. ωr=1.1 pu
5.2.2 Influence of rotor-side converter
In the previous subsection, the behavior of an induction generator in the subsynchronous fre-
quency range has been discussed. To further create an understanding, the impact of the RSC on
the DFIG impedance characteristics is evaluated in this subsection. The impact of the rotor-side
converter to the risk of SSCI has been reported in a number of literature [14] [9] [12, 53–55]
The RSC modeled in terms of its control structure has a cascaded controller with an inner cur-
rent controller and an outer power controller. The WRIG with a current controller as derived in
Subsection 4.4.1 has been considered. Here, the preliminary assumption are:
• The rotor reference current that serves as an input to the RSC current controller are known
with good accuracy.
• The RSC is considered to be a linear amplifier, meaning, any higher order harmonics due
to switching are neglected. In addition, the converter is considered lossless.
The impedance plot for the WRIG, having current controller connected to the rotor side is ob-
tained from the admittance relation derived in (4.18) is shown in Fig. 5.7. The system shows a
negative resistive part throughout the subsynchronous frequency range with a bending inductive
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Fig. 5.7 Frequency domain impedance of an induction generator with a current controller based vol-
tage source attached to the rotor. Closed-loop bandwidth for the current controller, αcc=1.0
pu.ωr=1.1 pu
reactance. Comparing the result with the plots obtained from considering the induction gene-
rator alone (see Fig. 5.3), it can be observed that a higher negative resistance occurs with the
inclusion of the RSC current controller.
Consider the rotor voltage equation generated by the current controller presented in (4.12)
v
∗(dq)
R (s) = Fcc,R (s)
(
i∗(dq)R (s)− i(dq)R (s)
)
+ jω2LRi(dq)R (s)+HLP (s) eˆ(dq)em f (s) (5.9)
For ease of analysis, the feed-forward term involving the back-EMF is neglected. Assuming
v
(dq)
R = v
∗(dq)
R , the expression (5.9) results in
v
(dq)
R (s) = Fcc,R (s) i
∗(dq)
R (s)−
[
Fcc,R (s)− jMdq
]
i(dq)R (s) (5.10)
where jMdq is the controller decoupling term. Moving the analysis to the stationary reference
frame, the above expression can be rewritten as
vR (s) = Fcc,R (s− jωs) i∗R (s)−
[
Fcc,R (s− jωs)− jMdq
]
iR (s) (5.11)
ML
RL sR
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Fig. 5.8 Equivalent circuit diagram of an induction generator with current controller based voltage
source connected to the rotor
From (5.11), the current controller can be expressed (taking the positive sequence) by a vol-
tage source vcc,R = Fcc,R (s− jωs) i∗R behind an impedance Zcc,R (s) =
[
Fcc,R (s− jωs)− jMdq
]
.
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Fig. 5.8 shows the steady-state equivalent circuit representation of an induction generator with
a rotor-side current controller. From an equivalent circuit point of view, the inclusion of the
rotor-side current controller results in a frequency dependent complex impedance in series with
a voltage source. Therefore, comparing Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.7, the consequences of having a cur-
rent controller can be associated with a pronounced frequency dependent negative resistance
and a much lower inductive reactance. In addition, according to (5.11), the complex impedance
(Zcc,R) is influenced by parameters of the controller.
Variation in rotor-side current controller bandwidth
Recalling that the RSC current controller is a proportional controller with gain, kp,cc = αcc,RLR,
its impact can be evaluated by considering the closed-loop current controller bandwidth αcc,R.
As the aim is to evaluate the weight of this parameter on the impedance behavior of the DFIG
subsystem, the overall impedance model of the DFIG is considered for the analysis. Frequency
scan, in the subsynchronous frequency range, using the linearized mathematical model derived
in Chapter 4. Fig. 5.9 shows the DFIG input impedance for different values of αcc,R. Here, a
constant output power corresponding to Pout = 0.72 pu and Qout = 0 pu is assumed. The closed-
loop current controller bandwidth for the GSC is set to αcc, f = 1 pu. The outer power controller
gain was held at kp,P =5 pu with an integrator time constant corresponding to Ti,P = 0.2 sec. The
bandwidth for the dc-link voltage controller was maintained at αdc = 0.1 pu.
Fig. 5.9 DFIG impedance for varied RSC current controller bandwidth. αCC varied from 1 pu to 4 pu
From Fig. 5.9, the DFIG impedance by itself is shown to exhibit a zero-crossing for the imag-
inary part (here denoted as “resonance”) that varies with the current controller bandwidth. As
can be observed from the lower plot, the impact of the variation in αcc,R is a small shift on
the zero crossing associated with the DFIG reactance. The variation also affects the resistive
impedance presented by the DFIG. Referring to the upper plot of Fig. 5.9, increase in the cur-
rent controller bandwidth results in a substantial increased of negative resistance over a wide
subsynchronous frequency range. This is due to the fast action of the RSC current controller that
effectively produces a higher rotor resistance. However, due to the negative slip associated with
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the machine, this resistance appears as a negative resistance as seen from the stator terminals.
The above result is in sync with the analysis drawn earlier with regards to the impact of the RSC
current controller.
Variation in power controller parameters
To account for the influence of the outer-loop power controller, a similar procedure of impedance
evaluation is adopted by varying the controller gain (kp,P)1 and integrator time-constant (Ti,P).
To start, a frequency scan has been utilized to evaluate the impact of varied power controller
gain (kp,P) on the impedance character of the DFIG. A constant output power corresponding to
Pout = 0.72 pu and Qout = 0 pu is considered. Both the RSC and GSC closed-loop current con-
troller bandwidths are set to 1 pu. The outer power controller gain kp,P is varied for four different
values whereas the integrator time-constant is held constant at Ti,P = 0.2 sec. The closed-loop
bandwidth for the outer dc-link voltage controller has been set at αdc = 0.1 pu. The obtained
result is shown in Fig. 5.10
Fig. 5.10 DFIG turbine impedance for varied RSC outer controller loop parameters. kp,p varied from 2
pu to 10 pu
As it can be observed from Fig. 5.10 (upper plot), kp,P is shown to affect the resistive part of
the DFIG impedance mainly in the frequency range, 37 - 50 Hz. The higher negative resistance
is associated with a higher kp,P gain value. On the other hand, in the lower plot of Fig. 5.10, the
power controller gain clearly affects the resonance of the DFIG impedance resulting in a lower
resonance frequency for an increase in kp,P gain. Proceeding to evaluation of the influence of
the integral term in the outer-loop power controller, frequency scan under similar conditions
with the exception that kp,P is set to 5 pu and the integrator time constant Ti,P, is varied for three
different values, is shown in Fig. 5.11.
1Both the active and reactive outer power controller gain are varied. i.e. kp,P = kp,Q. For the sake of clarity, kp,P
is mentioned through out the text
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Fig. 5.11 DFIG turbine impedance for varied RSC outer controller loop parameters. Integrator time
constant, Ti,p varied from 0.1 sec to 0.5 sec. kp,P= 5 pu.
Evaluating Fig. 5.11, the resistive component of the DFIG (upper plot) for a Ti,p of 0.1 sec,
presents a negative resistance at lower frequencies and a negative minimum resistance is pro-
duced around 45 Hz. This builds to a positive resistance for a short frequency range close to the
fundamental. However, for values of Ti,P higher than 0.2 sec, the resistance preserves a negative
value for the whole subsynchronous frequency range; with higher negative values associated to
higher Ti,p value. It can be noted that, for all values of Ti,P, the variation on the resistive part is
negligible for the frequencies ranges below 35 Hz. When it comes to the resonance of the DFIG
(lower plot of Fig. 5.11), the impact of Ti,p is shown to be almost insignificant.
To obtain analytical representation, consider the generator expression presented in Section
(4.11) of the previous chapter, expressed here as
Mgig = MRvR +Msvs (5.12)
Again for analysis purposes, considering a simplified expression for the current controller given
in (5.10) and expressing it in matrix form as
vR =
[
Fcc,R 0
0 Fcc,R
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fcc,R
i∗R +
[
0 0 −Fcc,R −Mdq
0 0 Mdq −Fcc,R
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
M′cc,R
ig (5.13)
where
vR =
[
vR,d vR,q
]
, i∗R =
[
i∗R,d i
∗
R,q
]
,
and ig is as described in (4.11). The analysis is moved into small-signal as the incorporation of
the outer-loop controller causes the system to be non-linear. The GSC is neglected and Pout is
considered equivalent to Ps2. This is a valid assumption as the aim here is to evaluate the impact
2Similarly under the assumption that the GSC is removed, the following also holds Qout =Qs, it = is and vt = vs
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of the RSC outer-loop controller. Taking the expression of the power controller given in (4.27)
followed by simple modification, the expression for i∗R is obtained as[
∆i∗R,d
∆i∗R,q
]
= FPc
[
∆P∗s
∆Q∗s
]
−FPcHLP,p
[
∆Ps
∆Qs
]
(5.14)
let us express the stator active and reactive power as[
∆Ps
∆Qs
]
=
[ −3vs,d0 −3vs,q0
−3vs,q0 3vs,d0
][
∆is,d
∆is,q
]
+
[ −3is,d0 −3is,q0
3is,q0 −3is,d0
][
∆vs,d
∆vs,q
]
(5.15)
Inserting (5.15) in (5.14) and combining the resulting expression with the small-signal expres-
sion of (5.13), results in
Ki∆ig = Kre f
[
∆P∗s
∆Q∗s
]
+KY,rsc∆vs (5.16)
where the matrices are described as
Ki = Mg−MR
{
M
′
cc,R−Fcc,RFPcHLP,pMPQ,is
}
Kre f = MRFcc,RFPc
KY,rsc = Fcc,RFPcHLP,pMPQ,v +Ms
The characteristics polynomial for the admittance matrix can be obtained from the K−1i KY,rsc
which results in a fourth-order polynomial that can be represented as
c4s
4 + c3s
3 + c2s
2 + c1s+ c = 0 (5.17)
with
c = F2cc,RRs
2 +M2dqR
2
s +2Fcc,RRRR2s +R2RR2s +F2ccRL2Mω2s +L2MM2dqω
2
s +2Fcc,RL2MRRω2s +
L2MR
2
Rω
2
s −9F2cc,RF2pcH2LP,pL2Mv2s,d0ω2s −9Fcc,R2F2pcH2LP,pL2Mv2s,q0ω2s −2LMMdqR2s ω2−
2LRMdqR2s ω2 +2Fcc,RL2MRsωsω2 +2L2MRRRsωsω2−2L2MLRMdqω2s ω2 +L2MR2s ω22+
2LMLRR2s ω22 +L2RR2s ω22 +L2ML2Rω2s ω22
c1 = 2F2cc,RLMRs +2LMM2dqRs +4Fcc,RLMRRRs +2LMR
2
RRs +2Fcc,RLMR2s +2Fcc,RLsGR2s+
2LMRRR2s +2LRRRR2s +2L2MMdqRsωs +2Fcc,RL2MLRω2s +2L2MLRRRω2s −2L2MMdqRsω2−
4LMLRMdqRsω2 +2L2MLRRsω22 +2LML2RRsω22
c2 = Fcc,RL2M +L
2
MM
2
dq +2Fcc,RL
2
MRR +L
2
MR
2
R +2Fcc,RL2MRs +4Fcc,RLMLRRs+2L2MRRRs+
4LMLRRRRs +L2MR2s +2LMLRR2s +L2RR2s −9F2cc,RF2pcH2LP,pL2Mv2s,d0−9F2cc,RF2pcH2LP,pL2Mv2s,q0
+L2ML
2
Rω
2
s −2L2MLRMdqω2 +L2ML2Rω22
c3 = 2Fcc,RL2MLR +2L2MLRRR +2L2MLRRs +2LML2RRs
c4 = L2ML
2
R
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The analytical expression obtained in (5.17), is a quadratic equation. According to [33], a gen-
eral formula exist for obtaining poles of a cubic expression3. However the practical expression
obtained remains too complex to extract analytical relation between the individual parameters
and the respective system poles, that indirectly influence the system behaviour.
5.2.3 Influence of grid-side converter
In the previous subsection, the influence of the RSC with regard to controller parameter vari-
ation on the impedance characteristics of the total DFIG has been addressed. It has also been
shown that the inner current controller parameter influences the negative resistance behavior
strongly whereas the outer controller parameters affects the resonance point and noticeably in
the frequency ranges closer to the fundamental frequency. In this subsection, the influence of
the GSC on the impedance characteristics of the DFIG is covered. In a similar fashion, the eval-
uation starts with assessing the impact of the grid-side current controller and moves to include
the impact of the dc-link voltage controller parameters.
Fig. 5.12 DFIG impedance for varied grid-side current controller bandwidth. αcc, f varied between 1 pu
to 4 pu.
Variation in grid-side current controller bandwidth
The GSC, as described in Chapter 3, is a PI based current controller with a proportional gain
kp f ,cc = αcc, f L f and an integral gain ki f ,cc = αcc, f R f , where αcc, f is the closed-loop current
controller bandwidth, and R f and L f are the resistive and inductive losses of the grid-side filter,
respectively. Similar to the RSC, the GSC closed-loop current controller bandwidth is selected
as a variable. Fig. 5.12 shows the frequency sweep of the total DFIG input impedance consid-
ering three different values of αcc, f . A constant output power of Pout = 0.72 pu and Qout = 0
pu are assumed. The closed-loop current controller bandwidth for the RSC is held constant at
αcc,R = 1 pu whereas the closed-loop bandwidth of the GSC is varied between 1 pu and 4 pu.
3The full expression for obtaining the roots of a quadratic equation is too large to be presented here. However
the interested reader can refer to [33] [56] for further details
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The RSC outer power controller gain is held at kp,P = 5 pu with the integrator time-constant
corresponding to Ti,P = 0.2 sec. The closed-loop bandwidth of the dc-link voltage controller is
set to αdc = 0.1 pu.
The frequency sweep of Fig. 5.12 shows minimal influence, both on the resistive and reactive
impedance of DFIG characteristics, in the subsynchronous frequency range. This implies that
the parameter of the GSC current controller does not influence the impedance behavior of the
DFIG.
Variation in dc-link voltage controller parameters
The final step in evaluating the effects of the controller parameters on the DFIG impedance is to
see the impacts of the dc-link voltage controller parameters as described in Chapter 3, Section
3.3.2
To investigate the impacts of the dc-link voltage controller, a frequency sweep of the DFIG input
impedance with varied αdc is depicted in Fig. 5.13. Similar to previous considerations, Pout =
0.72 pu and Qout = 0 pu is considered. Both the RSC and GSC current controller bandwidth are
held constant at αcc,R = αcc, f = 1 pu. RSC power controller parameters are kp,P = 5 pu and Ti,P=
0.2 sec.
Fig. 5.13 DFIG impedance for varied dc-link controller bandwidth. αdc = 0.1 pu (blue), αdc = 0.15 pu
(green), and αdc = 0.2 pu (red)
According to Fig. 5.13, a very small variation is observed in the resistive term of the DFIG
impedance (in the frequency range, 20-40 Hz) as a higher αdc value results in a less negative
resistance value. However it should be noted that as compared to the RSC current controller
bandwidth, the impact of the dc-link voltage controller is insignificant. Besides what is pre-
sented here, it has been reported in [29] that the impact of dc-link voltage controller on the
admittance of the converter is dependent on whether the converter is operated as a rectifier or
as an inverter. The author shows that in the rectifier mode of operation (that can correspond to
the case when the DFIG is operated in the subsynchronous speed range) the converter presents
a negative admittance for the subsynchronous frequency range. Based on this fact, the impact
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Fig. 5.14 Mechanical power verse wind speed at rated rotor speed
of the dc-link controller when the DFIG is operated in the subsynchronous frequency range will
be evaluated in the next subsection dealing with the influence of operating condition.
5.2.4 Influence of operating condition
Energy harnessed from wind generation units varies through time due to the variable nature of
the available wind speed. Therefore the power generated from wind also varies in a somewhat
proportional manner with the available wind speed. The advantages of employing variable speed
wind turbine are mainly for the purposes of harnessing this energy over a wider range of wind-
speed. In case of DFIG based wind turbine, this is accomplished by regulating the speed to
the turbine by injecting variable frequency voltage in the rotor circuits through the means of
the BTB converter. At a lower wind-speed range, when the turbine rotational speed (electrical
speed) is below ωs (here referred to as subsynchronous speed range), the GSC operates as a
rectifier supplying power from the grid into the rotor. On the other hand, at a higher wind speed,
when the turbine electrical rotational speed is above ωs (supersynchronous speed range), the
GSC operates as an inverter pushing power into the grid. In the results presented in previous
sections, the analysis were performed under the assumption that the turbine is operated in the
supersynchronous speed range. In this section, results dealing with subsynchronous speed range
are presented. According to [41], the impact of the wind speed can be directly related to the input
mechanical power as
Pmech =
1
2
ρArCp (λ ,β )w3
λ = ωrrr
w
(5.18)
where Cp is the coefficient of performance, β is the pitch angle, λ is the tip-speed ratio and
w is the wind speed. ωr represents the rotor speed on the low speed side and rr is the plane
rotor radius. ρ is the density of the air and Ar represents the area swept by the rotor. Detailed
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description of (5.18), is beyond the scope of this work. However, as shown in [41] a sketch
is used to illustrate the relationship between the input mechanical power and the wind speed
(shown in Fig. 5.14). As can be observed, the input to the wind turbine has a fairly linear
relation up to a certain wind speed limit, beyond this limit the pitch of blades are controlled to
limit the input power at rated value. As a result, a constant power is harnessed even for higher
wind speed.
Fig. 5.15 DFIG impedance for various output power. Pout = 0.25 pu (blue), Pout = 0.72 pu (green), and
Pout = 1.0 pu (red)
Returning to the analysis at hand, the impact of the variation of wind speed (here represented
through the variation of output power, Pout), on the input impedance of the DFIG is shown in
Fig. 5.15. The reactive power Qout is controlled to 0 pu. Both the RSC and GSC current con-
troller bandwidth are set to αcc,R = αcc,R = 1 pu. The outer power controller parameters kp,P =
5 pu and Ti,P = 0.2 sec are considered. The dc-link voltage controller closed-loop bandwidth
is set to αdc = 0.1 pu. Both the upper and lower plot of Fig. 5.15, for Pout = 1 pu and Pout =
0.72 pu show minimal variation on the resistive and inductive impedance of the DFIG. It can
be noted that Pout = 1 pu and Pout = 0.72 pu correspond to operation at supersynchronous speed
range where the variation in the rotor speed of ωr between the two output power is 0.01 pu.
The result is justifiable, as this variation (although insignificant) can be associated to the fre-
quency dependent slip term. When it comes to Pout = 0.25 pu, corresponding to operations in the
subsyncronous speed range, the impedance presents a significantly higher negative resistance
accompanied by a shift in the resonance of the DFIG itself. This can be attributed to the oper-
ation in subsynchronous speed range associated with a lower value of ωr that affects the slip
term. In addition to the slip term, operation in the subsynchronous speed range (as mentioned
in the previous subsection ) corresponds to the operation of the GSC as a rectifier. Based on
the results presented in [29], it has been hinted that the GSC operated as a rectifier presents a
negative admittance for the subsynchronous frequency range that is dependent on αdc.
To further evaluate the impact of the GSC dc-link voltage closed-loop controller bandwidth in
the subsynchronous speed range, a frequency sweep of the DFIG impedance for output power
corresponding to Pout = 0.25 pu and Qout = 0 pu has been performed. All other parameters
are maintained as in Fig. 5.13. The result is depicted in Fig. 5.16. It can be observed that,
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the impact of αdc on the impedance is small as in Fig. 5.13. However, in case of subsynch-
ronous speed range (GSC operated as a rectifier), a higher bandwidth of the controller results
in a relatively higher negative resistance. The contrary has been observed for operation in the
supersynchronous speed range (see Fig. 5.13)
Fig. 5.16 DFIG impedance for varied dc-link controller bandwidth for subsynchronous speed range. ωr
= 0.9 pu. αdc = 0.1 pu (blue), αdc = 0.15 pu (green), and αdc = 0.2 pu (red)
5.3 Frequency domain analysis for transmission line
In Chapter 4, Section 4.3, the derivation for the grid admittance of a radial series-compensated
transmission line has been presented. In the same section, calculation of the grid resonance
frequency based on impedance and level of series compensation has been addressed. In this
section, the variation of admittance characteristics for different grid configurations and the im-
pact of compensation level is covered.
In a radial configuration, compensation level affects the resonance point of the grid in accor-
dance to
fres = fs
√
1
LtotC
(5.19)
where Ltot = LL + LT with LL and LT are the inductance of the transmission line and grid
transformer, respectively. C is the value of the selected series compensation. Using frequency
sweep, the admittance behavior of a series compensated transmission for various compensation
level is depicted in Fig. 5.17. In support to (5.19), a higher level of series compensation is
observed to a shift of the resonance point further to the right (i.e. closer to the synchronous
frequency of the system).
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Fig. 5.17 Transmission line admittance, radial configuration, for varied compensation level. C= 30%
(purple), C=40% (green), C=50% (red) and C=60% (blue)
To assess the impacts of a different grid configuration, the admittance behavior of a transmission
line, based on IEEE SBM with parameters adopted to accommodate the wind farm, is investi-
gated. Fig. 5.18 shows the grid configuration with two parallel transmission line, where one of
the lines is series compensated (parameters values found in Appendix B). In a similar manner,
the admittance plot for a single compensation level of 50% is shown in Fig. 5.19. The admit-
tance behavior is different as compared with the radial system with a lower and wider resonance
pick. At lower frequencies (although this is of less interest), a high conductance is presented as
compared to the radial system. In addition, there exist no zero crossing for the imaginary part.
The effect of varying the level of series compensation has the same consequences as in the radial
system and therefore is not shown here.
With regards to classical SSR problem involving TI, the knowledge of the grid resonance point
goes a long way. As the modes of the turbine generator units are know with good accuracy,
the resonance in the grid can be modified to avoid these natural mode hence reducing the risk
of TI. This eventually simplifying the mitigation process. However, when it comes to SSCI,
the behavior of the DFIG varies with the controller parameters and system conditions thereby
adding constraint both on the identification and mitigation processes.
infinitebusLT, RT RL,1 LL,1 C
+ -
RL,2 LL,2
Fig. 5.18 Single-line diagram of transmission line, parallel configuration
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Fig. 5.19 Transmission line admittance, parallel configuration, for C=50%
5.4 Frequency domain stability analysis for interconnected
system
In this section the frequency domain stability approach explained in Section 5.1 is applied to
the aggregate DFIG generator subsystem and the transmission line subsystem to asses the risk
of SSCI. The closed-loop system is expressed as a SISO system, as in Fig. 5.2, in terms of the
ZDFIG (s) and YL (s). The various detrimental controller parameters and system conditions are
assessed to reach on a viable conclusion about the overall system stability.
To verify the obtained frequency-domain analysis, time-domain simulations in PSCAD /EMTDC
by employing the system conditions are performed. Fig.5.20 shows the single line representa-
tion of the investigated system. For each simulation the output power of the wind farm is ramped
up from zero to a preselected value. When steady-state is reached, the circuit breaker in line 2 is
opened causing the wind farm to be radially connected to the series compensated transmission
line (thus, replicating the Texas-events). The obtained results are presented as system verifica-
tion.
Fig. 5.20 Single-line diagram of the schematic used for time-domain simulation in PSCAD/EMTDC
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Fig. 5.21 Stability analysis using impedance based Nyquist criterion for varied RSC closed-loop current
controller bandwidth. αcc,R = 1 pu (blue), αcc,R = 1 pu (green), and αcc,R = 1 pu (red).
Fig. 5.22 Time-domain simulation of Aggregate DFIG wind farm radially connected to a series com-
pensated transmission for varied RSC current controller bandwidth αcc,R. αcc,R = 1 pu (upper
plot), αcc,R = 2 pu (middle plot) and αcc,R = 4pu (lower plot)
5.4.1 Influence of controller parameters on system stability
In subsection 5.2.2, the influence of the RSC parameters where the impact of both the outer
power controller and inner current controller over the DFIG impedance have been evaluated in
an individual manner. It has been shown that variation in closed-loop current controller band-
width (αcc,R) affects the resistive term over a wide frequency range where the DFIG presents
a higher negative resistance for increased value of αcc,R. A slight variation on the resonance
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frequency for the DFIG has also been observed with a frequency shift to the right associated
with increased value of αcc,R. Based on this data, the impedance based Nyquist criterion (see
Section 5.1) is applied to the interconnected aggregate DFIG transmission line model (radial
configuration) for various αcc,R values at a compensation level of 50%. A compensation level
of 50% is chosen as a critical level for most of the results, as the full system experence growing
oscillation beyond this level of compensation for the selected controller parameters and system
conditions. Fig. 5.21 shows the result for Pout = 0.72 pu and Qout = 0 pu. For this set of results,
αcc,F = 1 pu whereas αcc,R is varied. Also, αdc = 0.1 pu and outer power controller gain and
integrator time-constant of ki,P = 5 pu and Ti,P = 2 sec, respectively have been considered.
In reference to Fig. 5.21, a significant impact of the RSC current controller on the overall
stability of the system is observed. For an open-loop resonance that varies from 20.47 Hz to
21.54 Hz, Re [ZDFIG ( jωN)YL ( jωN)] falls below -1 for αcc,R > 1 pu. This is a clear indica-
tion that the open-loop system encircles -1, implying that the closed-loop system is unstable
for the corresponding controller parameters and system conditions. However for αcc,R = 1 pu,
Re [ZDFIG ( jωN)YL ( jωN)] = - 0.9911 pu, i.e, it is very close to -1. To verify the obtained results,
a time-domain simulation in PSCAD is performed. The circuit breaker is opened at t= 4 sec.
The obtained results for αcc,R 1pu, 2pu and 4 pu are depicted in Fig. 5.22. For αcc,R = 1 pu,
the subsynchronous oscillation dies out slowly, however, for αcc,R = 2 pu and αcc,R = 4 pu, the
system experiences growing oscillation denoting system instability.
For a system resonance of frequency fN , the current that flows contains two components I f at
the fundamental frequency, fs and Isub at the subsynchronous frequency fN . The corresponding
rotor current will has components Ir, f at fs − fm and Ir,sub at fN − fm. Interactions between
the various current components result in an additional torque component (i.e in addition to the
actual torque) at a frequency fs− fN that appears as a complement of the resonance frequency.
To further asses this, an Fast Fourier Transformer (FFT) is performed for αcc,R = 1pu to obtain
the resonance frequency of the closed-loop system which was found to be fres = 30.625 Hz.
This is electrical close to the fres,OL= 20.47 that has a complementary frequency corresponding
to 29.53 Hz. Again, it should be noted that fres,OL is the open-loop resonance and in no terms
should be considered as the closed-loop resonance. However, it could be used to determine the
vicinity of the system resonance which can be employed for further system assessment.
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Fig. 5.23 Stability analysis using impedance based Nyquist criterion for varied RSC power controller
integrator time-constant. Ti,P = 0.1 sec (blue), Ti,P = 0.2 sec (green), and Ti,P = 0.5 sec (red).
Referring back to Section 5.2.2, another RSC controller parameter that caught attention is the
integrator time-constant, Ti,P. In Fig. 5.11, it has been shown that, variation in Ti,P, for a value
below 0.2 sec, significantly affected the resistive term of the DFIG impedance for the frequency
range closer to the synchronous frequency. Based on this result, the impedance based Nyquist
criterion has been employed for the same system conditions of the DFIG as well as a series
compensation level corresponding to 50%. Fig. 5.23 shows the obtained results. The overall
system stability criteria show a very small variation for varied Ti,P value. This is also supported
as the variation in DFIG impedance (due to Ti,P) occurs at a higher frequency, which is further
away from the system open-loop resonance frequency. In summary, although the integrator
time-constant affects the impedance behavior of the DFIG itself, its impact on the overall system
stability is minimal.
Fig. 5.24 Stability analysis using impedance based Nyquist criterion for varied dc-link voltage controller
bandwidth operating in supersynchronous speed range. αdc = 0.1 pu (blue), αdc = 0.15 pu
(green), and αdc = 0.2 pu (red).
Moving with the analysis of the GSC, the impact of the GSC closed-loop current controller
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bandwidth, αcc,F has been shown to have less influence on the DFIG impedance (see Section
5.2.3). A similar result is obtained for the overall system stability and therefore, is not discussed
further in this thesis. However, in the same section and Section 5.2.4, the impact of dc-link
controller, although not significant, showed variation based on whether the GSC is operated as
a rectifier or as an inverter.
Fig. 5.25 Stability analysis using impedance based Nyquist criterion for varied dc-link voltage con-
troller bandwidth operating in subsynchronous speed range. αdc = 0.1 pu (blue), αdc = 0.15 pu
(green), and αdc = 0.2 pu (red).
Fig. 5.26 Time-domain simulation of Aggregate DFIG wind farm radially connected to a series com-
pensated transmission for varied dc-link voltage controller bandwidth αdc . left figure : Pout =
0.25 pu and 35% compensation,right figure : Pout = 0.72 pu and 51% compensation, αdc = 0.1
pu (upper plots), and αdc = 0.2 pu (lower plots)
Fig. 5.24 and Fig. 5.25 show the results for the impedance based stability analysis for superyn-
chronous and subsynchronous speed ranges, respectively. A critical compensation level of 35%
and 51% are selected for subsynchronous and supersynchronous speed ranges. For supersyn-
chronous speed ranges, a higher αdc value moves the curve towards the stable region whereas
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the opposite holds for subsynchronous speed ranges. However it should be noted that the above
results hold only around the critical compensation level and not for higher compensation level.
This is in harmony with earlier results as the dc-link voltage controller parameter is shown to
have a small impact on the DFIG impedance.
Verification using time-domain simulation is shown in Fig. 5.26. The figure on the left-hand
side (marked (a)) shows the results for subsynchronous speed of ωr = 0.9 pu at a compensation
level of 35% while the right-side figure (marked (b)) shows results for super synchronous speed
of ωr = 1.1 pu at 51% of series compensation. The time domain results obtained collaborate the
obtained analytical conclusion.
5.4.2 Influence of operating condition on overall system stability
The effect of operating conditions with respect to wind speed ( i.e. related to Pout) on the
impedance of the DFIG has been presented in Section 5.2.4. Here, the impact of these oper-
ation speeds on the overall system stability is evaluated. Fig. 5.27 shows the result for two
speeds, ωr = 1.1 pu (Pout = 0.72 pu) and ωr = 0.9 pu (Pout = 0.25 pu). Both RSC and GSC
closed-loop current controller bandwidths have been set to 1 pu whereas ki,P = 5 pu, Ti,P = 0.2
sec and αdc = 0.1 pu have been considered.
Fig. 5.27 Stability analysis using impedance based Nyquist criterion for different output power at 50%
compensation. Pout = 0.25 pu (blue), Pout = 0.72 pu (green).
As expected, a higher wind speed (operating in supersynchronous speed) leads to a more sta-
ble system as compared to lower wind speed. The impedance behavior of the DFIG has also
been shown to be affected (see Fig. 5.15) by both the subsynchronous slip, whose magnitude
increases with decreasing value of ωr, and the impedance of GSC when operated as a recti-
fier. As the admittance of the transmission line is not varied (for Fig. 5.27), the aforementioned
attributes can be extended to explain the overall system stability. Time domain simulation col-
laborating these results are shown in Fig.5.28
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Fig. 5.28 Time-domain simulation of Aggregate DFIG wind farm radially connected to a series com-
pensated transmission for varied output power Pout . Pout = 0.72 pu (upper plot), and Pout = 0.25
pu (lower plot)
Finally, in Section 5.3, the influence of compensation level on a radial configuration has been
evaluated. Fig. 5.29 shows the obtained results for different levels of series compensation.
Fig. 5.29 Stability analysis using impedance based Nyquist criterion for various level of series compen-
sation (radial configuration). C = 45% (blue), C = 55% pu (green) and C = 65% (red).
The effect of the compensation level on the overall stability curve is to shift the open-loop res-
onance to the right and at the same time cause a deeper dip on the Re [ZDFIG ( jωN)YL ( jωN)]
curve. Therefore, a high compensation level increases the risk of system instability as the open-
loop gain can exceed -1 at the open-loop resonance frequency, as shown in Fig. 5.29. To incor-
porate the frequency-domain analysis, time-domain simulation results replicating this system
condition are presented in Fig. 5.30. As anticipated from the frequency-domain stability analy-
sis, is stable system for a compensation level of 45%, whereas the system becomes unstable for
compensation level of 55% and 65%. The frequency of the resulting oscillation are 31.98 Hz,
30.1526 Hz and 27.92 Hz for 45%, 55% and 65% at complementary frequency of 18.02 Hz,
19.8474 and 22.08 Hz, respectively.
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Fig. 5.30 Time-domain simulation of Aggregate DFIG wind farm radially connected to a series com-
pensated transmission for varied level of series compensation. 45% (upper plot), 55% (middle
plot) and 60% (lower plot)
Fig. 5.31 Stability analysis using impedance based Nyquist criterion for various level of series compen-
sation - parallel configuration. C = 45% (blue), C = 65% pu (green) and C = 85% (red).
At last, the impact of the grid configuration based on the stability analysis of a parallel con-
figuration is presented in Fig. 5.31. The result show no risk of open-loop resonance for sub-
synchronous frequencies that can be attributed to admittance characteristics of the transmission
line. In actual terms, the parallel configuration eliminated the direct energy exchange that could
have occurred between the control system of the wind turbine and the capacitance on the series
compensation transmission line, as part of this energy is directed through the parallel connected
transmission line.
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5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the risk of SSCI in a DFIG based wind farm connected to a series compensated
transmission line has been investigated using a impedance-based frequency domain approach.
The system has been modeled as a SISO feedback system, where two subsystems have been de-
fined: an aggregate DFIG and a transmission line on series compensation. The DFIG subsystem
has been expressed in terms of its impedance transfer function, ZDFIG(s), whereas the trans-
mission line is given in terms its admittance transmission function, YL(s). Frequency-domain
impedance/ admittance behaviors of the individual subsystems have been investigated with re-
spect to various parameters and system conditions. In the subsynchronous frequency range, the
DFIG impedance is shown to present a negative resistance for the entire subsynchronous fre-
quency range. The DFIG also exhibits an inherent resonance that occurs in the frequency range
35 - 40 Hz, which varies with respect to control parameters and system conditions. From the
analysis, it has been drawn that the following conditions influence the impedance behavior of
the DFIG subsystem
1. The closed-loop bandwidth of RSC current controller. The higher the RSC closed-loop
current controller bandwidth, the higher the negative resistance presented by the DFIG.
A slight shift of the DFIG resonance frequency is shown with lower resonance frequency
associated to higher αcc,R
2. The outer-loop power controller parameter. The higher the controller gain the higher the
DFIG resonance frequency. A lower resistance is observed for a higher gain for a narrow
frequency range between 45 - 50 Hz. The integrator time-constant, for a frequency range
40 -50 Hz is shown to affect the DFIG resistance significantly.
3. The amount of active power generated by the DFIG. The more power is produced by the
DFIG, the less negative the DFIG resistance. A slightly higher resonance frequency is
exhibited for higher output power.
4. The closed-loop bandwidth of dc-link voltage controller. The impact varies whether the
GSC converter is operated as a rectifier or as an inverter. For inverter operation, the higher
the αdc, the less negative the DFIG resistance. For rectifier operation, the opposite holds.
However the variation is very small.
The admittance property of the transmission line considering two configurations, has been eval-
uated. For a radial system, the level of series compensation is shown to affect the resonance fre-
quency of the transmission line. This is associated with the higher compensation level. Variation
in grid configuration is also shown to have an impact on both the conductance and resonance
frequency for the transmission line subsystem. In comparison to the radial configuration, the
parallel grid configuration has been shown to have a lower conductance.
The overall system stability has been evaluated using an impedance-based Nyquist criterion,
where the open-loop system stability is used to asses the risk for SSCI. It has been concluded
that, the higher the RSC current controller bandwidth, the higher the risk of SSCI even at a
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reasonable level of series compensation. It has been shown that, the dc-link voltage closed-
loop controller bandwidth has an impact about the critical level of series compensation where
a higher αdc values improves stability in rectifier operation of the GSC and a lower αdc value
improves the stability in inverter operation of the GSC. Based on the above conclusions, the
RSC controller parameter, specifically αcc,R, plays a major role in shaping the DFIG impedance
in order to eliminate the risk of SSCI for the investigated system.
It should be noted that, the stability analysis performed has been for a particular grid con-
figuration and control parameter. However, the method is not restricted to the configurations
presented in this chapter but rather can be extended to include complex grid configuration or
alternate DFIG controller configuration.
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Chapter 6
Utilization of DFIG Controller for SSR
Mitigation
6.1 Introduction
In an attempt to minimize the impact caused by SSCI, mitigation for this kind of interaction has
become the focus of research in recent years. Some of the reported mitigation techniques involve
the installation of Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM) [57] [58], Static Var Compen-
sator (SVC) [59] and other external devices like Gate-Controlled Series Capacitor (GCSC) [60]
and Thyristor Controlled Series Capacitors (TCSC) [61] [62]. Other SSCI mitigation techniques
involve the modification of the DFIG controller. A damping controller, described in [63], uses
the measured current and voltage to act on the RSC controller. The damping controller para-
meters are determined by using the state-space model of the turbine. Another type of damping
controller, proposed in [64], involves a derivative current controller loop, a second order low-
pass filter and a lead-lag compensator that is implemented on the RSC.
A different approach is proposed in [65], that involves the addition of a virtual impedance in
series with the PI controller of the RSC current controller loop. An impedance-based stability
approach is used to evaluate the impact of the proposed damping approach. The author also
proposes the addition of a parallel virtual impedance through the GSC. However, results that
support this are not reported in the paper. The work presented in [66] [67], proposes the use of
subsynchronous suppression filters in the DFIG controller. The approach involves the addition
of a notch filter to the RSC current-controller loop. The filter is utilized to filter out the SSR
mode thereby eliminating the possible interaction that could occur, hence, stabilizing the SSCI.
When it comes to mitigation techniques, which improves the DFIG’s or the network’s behavior
making it more passive towards the interaction (passive techniques), the work presented in [68]
suggests bypassing the series capacitors or adjusting the DFIG control parameters [68] [69] [70],
especially the gain of the RSC current controller, in events of an SSCI.
This chapter presents possible mitigation techniques that can be employed to the DFIG wind
turbine. Both frequency-domain analysis and time-domain simulation will be used to evaluate
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the effectiveness of the proposed methods.
6.2 DFIG turbine modification for SSR mitigation
In previous chapters, it has been established that the problem with SSCI in DFIG based wind
farms is due to the energy interaction that occurs between the wind farm control system and the
resonance conditions in the series compensated transmission grid. Using an impedance-based
approach, factors affecting this interaction have been evaluated from the perspectives of the
DFIG turbine impedance and as well as operating conditions of the system.
In this section, SSCI mitigation through variation of the DFIG system impedance is proposed.
Here, two approaches are considered: the first involves the variation of the DFIG controller
parameters to modify the DFIG input impedance (here referred to as passive mitigation), while
the second approach involves the introduction of a proportional damping controller to the DFIG
control system to enhance the system damping for the desired frequency range (referred to as
active mitigation).
6.2.1 Controller parameter variation for SSR mitigation - Passive mitiga-
tion
When SSR is triggered, unless and otherwise SSR mitigation devices are installed in the net-
work, the only counteraction that can be taken by the wind farm operator is to disconnect the
generation plant, in order to prevent further damage due to the uncontrolled energy exchange
between the farm and the grid. In order to keep the wind farm in service, it would be necessary
to vary either the DFIG impedance or the impedance of the grid seen from the point of common
coupling, to guarantee that the overall system is passive at the system resonance.
Based on the frequency-domain analysis performed in Chapter 5, the following conclusions
have been drawn:
• The RSC closed-loop current controller bandwidth αcc has a major impact on the negative
resistance of the DFIG with a lower αcc value contributing to a less negative resistance
• The impact of the dc-link closed-loop current controller bandwidth αdc varied whether
the generator is operated in subsynchronous or supersynchronous speed range.
• A lower output power level corresponding to operation in subsynchronous speed range
leads to a higher negative resistance.
Expanding on this, the variation in DFIG input resistance at the zero crossing of its reactance
(here referred to as the DFIG’s resonant point) and the shifting of this resonance point for dif-
ferent values of αcc and αdc is presented in Fig. 6.1. Operating condition at supersynchronous
speed range has been considered. As can be observed from the left plot, minimal negative resis-
tance around the DFIG resonance point is observed at αcc = 0.5 pu and αdc = 0.2 pu. Fig. 6.2
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Fig. 6.1 Evaluation of parameter influence on DFIG resistance at DFIG resonance frequency. αcc and
αdc varied. Pout = 0.72 pu, Qout = 0 pu
shows a similar plot for operating condition in the subsynchronous speed range. In the result
presented, αcc = 0.5 pu and αdc = 0.05 pu appear to show the minimal negative resistance.
When observing the right plots of Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.2, a significant variation in DFIG res-
onance frequency is observed for αcc < 1 pu with the resonance frequency shifting further
to the right (closer to the synchronous frequency). Based on the results shown, lowering the
RSC closed-loop current controller bandwidth serves as a good criterion for shaping the in-
put impedance of the DFIG turbine both in the subsynchronous and supersynchrononous speed
range. From the figures, it can also be observed that variation in αdc, has very small impact on
the Re
[
ZDFIG
( jωres,DFIG)]
Fig. 6.2 Evaluation of parameter influence on DFIG resistance at DFIG resonance frequency. αcc and
αdc varied. Pout = 0.25 pu, Qout = 0 pu
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6.2.2 SSR mitigation using controller variation - Active SSR mitigation
Controller modification based countermeasures have the advantage of begin cheap as it does
not require the installation of expensive additional mitigation devices and can easily be imple-
mented within the DFIG controller. For a DFIG based wind turbine, there exist two alternatives:
one considering the GSC controller and the other considering the RSC controller. In [71], the
author investigates the potential of the GSC controller for SSR mitigation using residual-based
analysis and time-domain simulations in Matlab. An auxiliary proportional damping controller
implemented on the GSC utilizing the series capacitor voltage has been demonstrated to have
effective damping effect. However, in [63], comparison of the GSC and RSC controller loops
for SSCI mitigation by adding a supplementary damping controller utilizing multiple input sig-
nal has demonstrated that the supplementary controller utilizing the GSC showed good results
around the normal level of series compensation, but failed for higher level of series compen-
sation. On the other hand, the RSC based supplementary controller showed good performance
even for high level of series compensation. The work presented in [72], that evaluates the opti-
mal location for a proportional based supplementary damping controller, also identifies various
controller input signals for the proposed damping controller, based on residual analysis and
root-locus method. It has been concluded that the capacitor voltage is the ideal signal and the
GSC is the ideal location. However in the author’s recent work [4], it is clearly pointed out that
the RSC inner current controller loop is the best location for inserting the damping controller.
Returning to the analytical results presented in the previous chapters (see Section 5.2.3), the
impact of the GSC controller on the impedance behavior has been demonstrated to be minimal,
which hinders the use of this controller for mitigation purposes. However, the RSC controller
(especially the RSC current controller) has been shown to have a significant impact on the
frequency response of the DFIG in the subsynchronous frequency range. Therefore, in this
subsection, modification of RSC controller for SSCI damping has been considered.
6.2.3 Proposed SSR mitigation
The proposed active mitigation technique for SSCI consists of two stages: an estimation stage
and damping controller stage. The estimation stage consists of an estimation algorithm used
to extract the subsynchronous component from the measured signal. This serves as an input to
the damping controller stage. The purpose of the damping controller stage is to enhance the
damping of the system for the particular frequencies of interest. The proposed method has been
implemented as part of the RSC current controller loop.
Estimation Method
The estimation algorithm (EA) is used to estimate the subsynchronous component in the mea-
sured power of the DFIG. Due to the terminal voltage vg containing a subsynchronous com-
ponent, the terminal power Pout will have an average component and an oscillatory component
as
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Pout (t) = Pout,av (t)+Pout,osc (t) (6.1)
The terminal power can be expressed in terms of its average and a complex phasor Pout,osce jθosc(t)
where θosc (t) = ωosc (t) t is the oscillation angle. The expression (6.1) can be rewritten as
Pout (t) = Pout,av (t)+
1
2
Pout,osc (t)e jθosc(t)+
1
2
P∗out,osc (t)e
− jθosc(t) (6.2)
From the above expression, it can be deduced that the terminal power is partitioned into three
frequency components having frequencies at 0, ωosc and−ωosc. According to [73], by rearrang-
ing (6.2) and by applying low-pass filtering, the oscillator term ˜Pout,osc and the average ˜Pout,av
can be estimated from the input signal as
˜Pout,av (t) = Hav
[
Pout (t)− ˜Pout,osc (t)
]
˜Pout,osc (t) = Hosc
[{
2Pout (t)−2 ˜Pout,av (t)− ˜P∗out,osce− jθosc(t)
}
e− jθosc(t)
]
˜Pout,osc (t) =
1
2
˜Pout,osc (t)e jθosc(t)+
1
2
˜P∗out,osc (t)e
− jθosc(t)
(6.3)
where Hav and Hosc are the transfer function of the low-pass filters for the average and the
oscillatory component, respectively. Here, a first order low-pass filter having cutoff frequency
of αLPF as in (6.4) has been considered for the filters.
Hav (s) = Hosc (s) =
αLPF
s+αLPF
(6.4)
Fig. 6.3 shows the block-diagram representation of the implemented estimation algorithm The
algorithm shown in Fig. 6.3 can be expressed in state-space form as [73]
d
dt

 ˜Pout,av˜Pout,osc
˜Pout,B

=

 −αLPF −αLPF 0−2αLPF −2αLPF −ωosc
0 ωosc 0



 ˜Pout,av˜Pout,osc
˜Pout,B

+

 αLPF2αLPF
0

Pout (t) (6.5)
Using the state-space, the frequency response for the Low-Pass Filter based Estimation Algo-
rithm (LPF-EA) can be evaluated. The response of the system from the input Pout (t) to the
oscillator component ˜Pout,osc and the average components ˜Pout,av are presented in Fig. 6.4. The
measured signal is assumed to contain a 35 Hz oscillatory frequency and a 1 Hz cutoff frequency
is considered for the EA.
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Fig. 6.3 Block diagram of LPF-based estimation algorithm
Fig. 6.4 Frequency response of low-pass filter based estimation algorithm from Pout (t) to ˜Pout,av (left
figure)and ˜Pout,osc (right figure). A cutoff frequency of 1 Hz for first order filter
From Fig. 6.4, it can be observed that the LPF-EA has the property of a resonant filter having a
center frequency ωosc. As can be noted, the algorithm presents a 1 pu gain and 0 phase shift at
the oscillatory frequency ωosc (see Fig. 6.4, right plot). Although not visible, it also presents a
notch at the average frequency of 0 Hz. The algorithm for the average component presents a 1
pu and 0 phase shift at 0 Hz and a notch at the oscillatory frequency of ωosc (see Fig. 6.4, left
plot). According to the analysis performed in [27], the selection of bandwidth for the estimator
is a tradeoff between speed of response and the damping of the system. It is recommended
in [74] to set the cutoff frequency of the filter to be one decade smaller than the frequency of
the signal to be estimated.
Subsynchronous damping controller
The proposed subsynchronous damping controller utilizes the estimated subsynchronous power
component as an input. For the controller at hand, the following assumptions have been consid-
ered
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Fig. 6.5 Block diagram representation of subsyncrhornous damping controller implemented on RSC
current controller
• The network presents a positive damping for the supersynchronous component [26].
Therefore supersynchronous components are not considered.
• The subsynchronous oscillatory frequency is know with good accuracy. This is not true in
case of SSCI as the oscillatory frequency varies depending on the controller parameters
and operating condition
So as to obtain a damping torque reference around the oscillator frequency, a phase shift of 900
is introduced on the estimated subsynchronous power component. Here, extra care should be
taken as phase shift other than 900 degree would result in an introduction of a synchronization
torque that would instead enhance the subsynchronous oscillation. The generated reference is
then multiplied by a gain thereby creating the required damping torque reference for the RSC
controller. Fig. 6.5 shows the block-diagram representation of the implemented damping con-
troller. To obtain the damping torque reference current (i∗R,damp), the torque equation of (6.6)
has been used.
Te = 3npψs,diR,q (6.6)
To evaluate the impact of the implemented damping controller on the frequency impedance of
the DFIG turbine, a steady-state representation of the estimation algorithm with the propor-
tional damping controller has been included in the mathematical model. The frequency-domain
impedance obtained using the mathematical model is here presented in Fig. 6.6. Operating con-
dition corresponding to Pout = 0.72 pu, Qout = 0 pu, αcc = 1 pu and αdc = 0.2 pu have been used.
The cut-off frequency of αLPF = 0.02 pu has been set for the low-pass filters and the estimator
is centered at 15 Hz. As can be seen from the figure, the inclusion of the damping controller re-
sults in a lower negative resistance in the frequency of interest, thereby improving the negative
resistance presented by the DFIG turbine.
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Fig. 6.6 Impedance of a DFIG turbine with a proportional damping controller
6.3 Frequency domain stability analysis for modified system
In Chapter 5, frequency-domain analysis has been used to evaluate the impact of various con-
troller parameters and operating conditions on the behavior of the DFIG turbine. An impedance
based stability criterion has also been introduced to measure the risk of instability based on the
impedance and admittance behavior of the DFIG farm and the series-compensated transmis-
sion line. In this section, similar approach will be applied to inspect the effect of the proposed
mitigation techniques on the stability of the overall system. Section 6.3.1 presents the evalua-
tion for passive mitigation technique, while the evaluation for the active mitigation technique is
presented in Section 6.3.2
6.3.1 Passive mitigation
The analysis is performed in steady-state conditions. Evaluating the results depicted in Fig. 6.7,
when the generator is operated in supersynchronous speed (high-wind speed), a RSC closed-
loop current controller bandwidth of 0.5 pu and a closed-loop dc-link voltage controller band-
width of αdc = 0.2 pu showed the highest stability margin. With the increase of the RSC closed-
loop current controller bandwidth, the Re
[
ZDFIG
( jωres,OL)YL ( jωres,OL)] falls below the -1,
clearly indicating the risk for instability.
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Fig. 6.7 Evaluation of parameter influence on stability using impedance based Nyquist criterion. αcc and
αdc varied. Pout = 0.72 pu, Qout = 0 pu and 55% compensation,
To measure the impact of the operating point, the impedance-based Nyquist criterion has been
employed to evaluate system stability through variation of Pout and αcc. Fig. 6.8 shows the
obtained results. As can be seen, for lower output power corresponding to low wind speed, a
low closed-loop current controller bandwidth of αcc = 0.5 pu ensures system stability whereas
values between 0.5-0.85 pu ensures stability for higher output power levels. This is partially
related to the higher negative resistance associated with a higher negative slip at low wind
speed. A slower current controller contributes to a lower virtual resistance thereby lowering the
negative resistance presented by the DFIG turbine.
Fig. 6.8 Evaluation of parameter and operating point influence on stability using impedance based
Nyquist criterion. αcc and Pout varied. αdc = 0.2 pu, Qout = 0 pu and 55% compensation,
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6.3.2 Active mitigation
In this section, the stability analysis for the system using the proposed damping controller ex-
plained in Section 6.2.3 will be presented. Here accurate knowledge of system parameter and
SSR oscillatory frequency ωosc is assumed. The impedance based Nyquist stability criterion
explained in Section 5.1 is used for the analysis. A cut-off frequency of αLPF = 0.02 pu is
considered. Fig. 6.9 shows the result for compensation level corresponding to 55%. have been
set. The dashed line indicates the result for normal operation without the implementation of the
damping controller. The solid lines shows the result for a system with damping controller imple-
mented. As can be observed from the figure, the inclusion of the damping controller boosts the
Re [ZDFIG ( jω)YL ( jω)] thereby avoiding the -1 margin. A variation in the open-loop resonance
frequency is also observed due to the inclusion of the damping controller.
Fig. 6.9 Comparison of Impedance based Nyquist criterion for DFIG wind farm with and without damp-
ing controller when connected to series compensated transmission line. No damping controller
(dashed line), with damping controller (solid line). Pout= 0.72 pu, αcc= 1 pu, αLPF=0.02 pu and
55% compensation level.
Improved estimation algorithm for active mitigation
In the above analysis, the oscillatory frequency of the subsynchronous component is assumed to
be known with good accuracy. However, in SSCI this assumption is not valid as the oscillatory
frequency is dependent both on the operating conditions and the controller parameters consid-
ered. Therefore, an improved estimation algorithm with frequency adaptation is here proposed.
Fig. 6.10 shows the block diagram of the proposed estimation algorithm.
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Fig. 6.10 Block diagram representation of estimation algorithm with frequency adoptation features
At the output of the estimation algorithm, a Frequency-Locked Loop (FLL) has been placed to
estimate the frequency of the estimated subsynchronous component. The output from the FLL
is the estimate of the angular frequency for the subsynchronous component. To ensure proper
estimation, the angular frequency is integrated to obtain the estimated phase angle ( ˆθosc,PLL),
which is then fed-back to the estimation algorithm. As a result, the estimation algorithm will
involve frequency adaptation. The equation governing the FLL is given by
ωˆosc,PLL = k1ε (t) (6.7)
where ε (t) is the error signal set to Im
[
ˆPout,osc (t)
]
where as k1 is set to α2PLL in accordance
to [75]
6.4 Time domain based simulation verification
In the previous section, the effectiveness of the proposed passive and active mitigation for SSCI
has been shown through impedance based frequency analysis. Here time-domain simulation
results for the proposed techniques will be presented. The simulations have been carried out
using the simulation program PSCAD/EMTDC and the controller for the DFIG is implemented
using Fortran 90 language. A sampling frequency equal to fs = 5 kHz has been used. Similar
to the single-line diagram representation shown in Fig. 5.20, a parallel line is connected at the
PCC to ensure stable operation, especially during system startup. Figure. 6.11 shows the result
for the passive mitigation technique. Initially the wind farm is operated at αcc = 1 pu pushing
Pout = 0.72 pu and Qout = 0 pu into the grid that is on 55% series compensation. At time=4 sec,
the circuit breaker in Fig. 5.20 is opened, causing the aggregated DFIG model to be radially
connected to the series-compensated transmission line. In accordance to Fig. 6.11, a growing
oscillation due to SSCI starts to build up. Once the estimated subsynchronous power exceeds
the preset threshold, the bandwidth is lower immediately to avoid loss of controllability. The
upper plot in Fig. 6.11 shows the results when αcc is lowered to 0.5 pu and the middle plot
for αcc is lowered to 0.75 pu. Once the action is taken, for αcc = 0.5 pu , the subsynchronous
component in the measured power dies very fast; however, the controller takes longer time to
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Fig. 6.11 Output power of a DFIG wind farm connected to a series compensated transmission line. Up-
per plot: Operation with passive controller, αcc lowered to 0.5 pu when FlagSSR is enabled.
middle plot: Operation with passive controller, αcc lowered to 0.75 pu when FlagSSR is en-
abled. Pout = 0.72 pu, Qout = 0 pu, αcc = 1 pu, αdc = 0.2 pu and 55% compensation level
bring the system back to the reference values. On the other hand, for αcc = 0.75 pu (Fig. 6.11,
middle plot), the subsynchronous component in the power dies at a slower rate but at the same
time the response of the controller is faster.
Presenting the results for subsynchronous speed range, Fig. 6.12 shows the results for Pout =
0.25 pu at 55% compensation. As can be observed from the figure, lowering αcc to 0.5 pu,
brings the system to stability whereas for αcc = 0.75 pu, the approach fails to ride-through the
SSCI condition. From the result, it is evident that for lower wind speed (low Pout), lowering αcc
to 0.75 pu is insufficient to ensure passivity of the DFIG.
To summarize, lowering αcc to 0.5 pu guarantees passivity for the investigated system.
To evaluate the proposed active mitigation technique (explained in Section 6.2.3) using time-
domain simulation, an LPF-EA and a damping controller have been implemented in the RSC
current controller loop. In the simulation model, the same steps are taken to open the breaker
thereby creating a radial connection of the DFIG wind farm with the series-compensated trans-
mission line. Parameter setting of αPF = 0.02 pu has been considered. Operating points corre-
sponding to Pout = 0.72 pu and Qout = 0 pu with αcc = 1 pu and αdc = 0.2 pu have been set.
Fig. 6.13 shows the obtained simulation results for a transmission line operated at 55% series
compensation. The upper plot shows the result when the controller takes no action to mitigate
the SSCI condition whereas results in the lower plot shows the output power when the active
damping controller is active. A closed-loop bandwidth of αLPF = 0.02 pu has been considered.
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Fig. 6.12 Output power of a DFIG wind farm connected to a series compensated transmission line. Up-
per plot: Operation with passive controller, αcc lowered to 0.5 pu when FlagSSR is enabled.
middle plot: Operation with passive controller, αcc lowered to 0.75 pu when FlagSSR is en-
abled. Pout = 0.25 pu, Qout = 0 pu, αcc = 1 pu, αdc = 0.2 pu and 55% compensation level
From the result, it is evident that the damping controller is able to control the SSCI in this situ-
ation. Further results when the level of series compensation is increased is shown in Fig. 6.14.
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Fig. 6.13 Output power of a DFIG wind farm connected to a series compensated transmission line. Up-
per plot: Normal operation without damping controller. Lower plot: Operation with damping
controller implemented. Pout = 0.72 pu, Qout = 0 pu, αcc = 1 pu, αdc = 0.2 pu and 55% com-
pensation level
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Fig. 6.14 Output power of a DFIG wind farm connected to a series compensated transmission line. Up-
per plot: Normal operation without damping controller. Lower plot: Operation with damping
controller implemented. Pout = 0.72 pu, Qout = 0 pu, αcc = 1 pu, αdc = 0.2 pu and 65% com-
pensation level
6.5 Conclusion
This Chapter has presented the mitigation techniques for SSCI in DFIG based wind farms. First
a passive mitigation technique that involved the shaping of the DFIG input impedance through
variation of controller parameters has been presented. Following that an active mitigation tech-
nique employing an estimation algorithm and a proportional damping controller has been used
to shape the input impedance of the DFIG. The impact of the investigated method on the DFIG
impedance has been investigated. The passive mitigation technique shapes the impedance char-
acteristics for the entire subsynchronous range while the active mitigation is specific to the
frequency of interest. To further improve the active mitigation technique, frequency adaptation
has been introduced to the estimation algorithms, in order to accurately estimate the subsynch-
ronous oscillatory frequency.
The effectiveness of the proposed methods have been evaluated using impedance-based Nyquist
criterion. The results have been further verified through time-domain simulation using PSCAD
/EMTDC
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7.1 Conclusions
This thesis has dealt with SubSynchronous Resonance (SSR) in wind farms connected to a
series-compensated transmission line. In particular, the focus of this work has been on DFIG-
based wind farms.
First, the risk of SSR in fixed-speed wind turbine has been investigated. It has been shown
that for this turbine topology, SSR is mainly due to self excitation as a results of IGE. This is
mainly due to the inherent negative resistance of the induction generator when operated under
negative slip. Through frequency analysis, it has been shown that a FSIG connected to a series-
compensated transmission line presents an overall negative resistance at the systems resonance
frequency. Hence, the system might be unable to dissipate energy at the resonance, leading to
growing energy exchange and thereby instabilities.
To identify and analyze the risk for SSR in case of DFIG wind turbines, the development of
proper mathematical models to understand the frequency behavior of the turbine becomes vital.
Chapter 3 has been dedicated to shade an overview of the considered DFIG wind turbine model
and its control structure. Thus, a linearized mathematical model has been derived (Chapter 4).
In reference to the control structure presented in Chapter 3, the derived mathematical model has
been verified against a full-switching model implemented in EMTDC/PSCAD. A mathematical
model for the series-compensated transmission line has also been developed.
In Chapter 5 analytical evaluation using frequency dependent impedance has been used to iden-
tify the behavior of the DFIG model. The influence of the various components such as the in-
duction generator, the RSC and the GSC control system on the overall DFIG impedance charac-
teristics has been addressed. The impact of the induction generator is associated to the negative
slip, which is directly affected by the operating point of the generator. However, the influence
of the variation of the generator’s rotor parameter on the DFIG resistance has been shown to be
minimal. The RSC current controller loop bandwidth has a direct impact on the negative resis-
tance presented by the DFIG, with higher bandwidth leading to a more negative resistance over
a wide range of frequencies below the rated one. The outer active power control loop has instead
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its main impact on the zero crossing of the DFIG reactance. On the contrary, the closed-loop
inner current-controller bandwidth of the GSC is shown to have minimal influence on the DFIG
impedance. The impact of the dc-link voltage control loop bandwidth is shown to be minimal;
an impact is instead noticeable based on the system operating conditions, particularly depend-
ing on if the GSC is operated as an inverter or as a rectifier. In the same chapter, an aggregated
DFIG based wind farm connected to a series-compensated transmission line has been modeled
as a SISO feedback system where the wind farm impedance transfer function ZDFIG(s) and the
transmission line transfer function YL(s) have been defined. Here, an impedance-based Nyquist
criterion has been utilized to evaluate the stability of the closed-loop system. Based on the ob-
tained results, it has been shown that SSR in DFIG-based wind farms is mainly the result of
SSCI, with the RSC closed-loop current control bandwidth playing a major role in the dynamic
behavior of the system. The operating point, particularly whether the wind turbine is operated
at subsynchronous or supersynchronous speed range, also greatly influences this phenomenon.
Based on the frequency-domain analysis performed in Chapter 5, mitigation techniques utiliz-
ing the DFIG turbine control have been suggested. Two approaches have been proposed. The
first approach, referred to as passive mitigation approach, implies the online variation of the
RSC current control loop bandwidth in the event of SSCI, in order to modify the DFIG input
impedance and thereby making the generator system passive to SSCI. It has been shown that a
lowered bandwidth αcc,R of the RSC current control loop improves the passivity of the generator
system, thereby minimizing the risk for SSCI. The operation of the wind turbine under reduced
bandwidth must be limited from the detection up until the clearing of the SSCI condition. The
second approach suggests the modification to the DFIG control system, aiming at enhancing the
system damping at a frequency of interest by introducing a proportional damping controller in
the RSC current controller loop. Both frequency-domain analysis and time-domain simulation
have been used to assess the effectiveness of the investigated method. To estimate the subsynch-
ronous component in the output power, an estimator based on a combination of low-pass filters
has been employed. Since the resonance frequency of the system is highly determined by the
operating condition and the control parameter, a modification for the active damping approach
involving Frequency-Locked Loop (FLL) to track the oscillatory frequency of the SSCI has also
been proposed in Chapter 6. Simulation results have proven the effectiveness of the suggested
approach in mitigating subsynchronous resonances for the investigated systems.
7.2 Future work
The investigation of resonant conditions in complex systems with high penetration of power
electronic devices is a complex task. In this thesis, the investigation has been carried out under
the assumption that the entire wind farm can be represented by a single aggregate wind turbine
model, scaled up to the wind farm ratings. While this approach helps in understanding the
mechanisms that lead to an unstable condition and the parameters that most contribute to it, it
might not properly resemble the behavior of an actual wind farm and thereby lead to unrealistic
results. The wind farm layout as well as the different operating conditions of the various wind
turbines will have an impact on the frequency response of the overall system. For this reason,
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a natural next step in the investigation is to establish an effective method to properly model the
entire wind farm, accounting for the impact of multiple power electronic components and the
frequency characteristic of the collection grid. In addition, it has been shown that by equipping
the control system of the rotor-side converter with a dedicated SSR damping controller, unstable
conditions can be avoided; it will be of interest to investigate the impact of such a controller on
the DFIG VSC ratings.
The focus of this thesis has been on DFIG-based wind farms. Investigation relating to the risk
of SSR in full power converter type wind turbines has not been here addressed. Although there
exists no reported incidents related to SSR in this type of wind turbines, investigation to rule out
the risk of SSCI between the control system of the BTB converter and the series-compensated
transmission line is of high interest.
Finally, it has been shown that by varying the control system parameters or through the use of
damping controllers, it is possible to overcome the risk for SSR. However, this solution might be
insufficient under some circumstances or when considering a more realistic wind farm model. In
such cases, external power electronic controllers, such as STATCOMs connected to the point of
common coupling with the grid, might be necessary to mitigate unstable conditions. However,
due to the variable nature of the frequency characteristic of the wind turbines, the control of
such devices is not trivial and needs a deep investigation.
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Appendix A
Transformation for three-phase system
A.1 Introduction
In this appendix, the transformation used to extract the complex vector from three-phase quan-
tities and vice verse is presented.
A.1.1 Transformation of three-phase quantities into vectors
A three-phase system composed of three quantities, sa (t), sb (t) and sc (t) can be transformed
into a vector having two components in a stationary complex reference frame, referred to as xy
by applying the transformation stated by
sxy (t) = sx + jsy = K
[
sa (t)+ sb (t)e
j 23 pi + sc (t)e j
4
3 pi
]
(A.1)
The transformation constant K can be chosen between 1,
√
1
/
2 or
√
2
/
3 to obtain amplitude
invariant, rms invariant or power invariant transformation, respectively. The expression of (A.1)
is expressed in matrix form as (A.2)
[
sx(t)
sy(t)
]
= T32

 sa(t)sb(t)
sc(t)

 (A.2)
where the matrix T32 is expressed as
T32 = K
[
1 −12 −12
0
√
3
2 −
√
3
2
]
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d
q
sxy(t)
sx (t)
sy (t)
sd (t)sq (t)
x
y
s
s(t)
Figure A.1: Relation between xy-frame and dq-frame
Assuming there is no zero sequence, the inverse transformation is given by

 sa(t)sb(t)
sc(t)

= T23[ sx(t)sy(t)
]
(A.3)
where the matrix T23 is given by
T32 =
1
K


2
3 0
−13 1√3
−13 − 1√3


A.1.2 Transformation from fixed to rotating reference frame
For a vector expressed as sxy in the xy-frame having an angular frequency ωs(t) in the counter-
clockwise direction, a rotating dq-frame that rotates with the same angular frequency ωs(t)
can be defined. In this rotating reference frame, the vector sxy appears as a fixed vector. By
projecting the vector sxy in the d-axis and q-axis of the dq-frame, the components of the vector
in the dq frame can be obtained as illustrated in Fig. A.1
The transformation can be expressed using vector notations as
sdq(t) = sd(t)+ jsq(t) = sxy(t)e− jϑs(t) (A.4)
where ϑs(t) is expressed as
ϑs(t) = ϑ 0s (t)+
∫
ωs(t)dt
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The inverse transformation from the rotating dq-frame is expressed as
sxy(t) = sdq(t)e
jϑs(t) (A.5)
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Appendix B
Benchmark Model for SSR Studies
B.1 Introduction
In this appendix, the two IEEE benchmark model used for SSR studies are introduced. The
first IEEE benchmark model deals with SSR as a result of radial resonance while the second
benchmark model deals with parallel resonance in the power system
B.1.1 IEEE First Benchmark Model (IEEE FBM)
The IEEE First Benchmark Model (IEEE FBM) shown in Fig. B.1 is based on a radial connec-
tion of a 892.4 MVA synchronous generator connected to a series compensated transmission
network [25] [76]. The system has a rated voltage of 539 kV and a rated frequency of 60 Hz.
The parameters for the synchronous generator and for the transmission line can be found in Ta-
ble B.1 and Table B.2, respectively. The generator shaft model parameters are reported in Table
B.3.
infinitebus
XT RL XL
+ -
G
Xc
G LPA LPB HPEX IP
Fig. B.1 Single-line diagram of IEEE first benchmark model
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TABLE B.1: IEEE FBM Synchronous Generator Parameters
Reactance Values [pu] Time constants Value [sec]
Xaσ 0.13 T
′
d0 4.3
Xd 1.79 T
′′
d0 0.032
X ′d 0.169 T
′
q0 0.85
X ′′d 0.135 T
′′
q0 0.05
X ′q 0.228
X ′′q 0.2
TABLE B.2: IEEE FBM Network Parameters
Network resistance RL 0.02 pu
Transformer reactance XT 0.14 pu
Transformer ratio 26/539 kV
Line reactance XL 0.5 pu
TABLE B.3: IEEE FBM Shaft Parameters
Mass Inertia H [s−1] Shaft section Spring constant K [pu T/rad]
H [s−1] K [pu T/rad]
HP turbine 0.092897 HP-IP 19.303
IP turbine 0.155589 IP-LPA 34.929
LPA turbine 0.858670 LPA-LPB 52.038
LPB turbine 0.884215 LPB-GEN 70.858
Generator 0.868495 GEN-EX 2.82
Exciter 0.0342165
The IEEE FBM has been modified to accommodate an aggregate DFIG based wind farm, the
parameter of which are presented in Table B.4. The Network parameter for the modified IEEE
FBM is given in Table B.6
TABLE B.4: DFIG Aggregate Model parameter
Rated power 100 MW
Rated voltage 33 kV
Xls 0.158367 pu
Xm 3.8271871 pu
Xlr 0.065986 pu
Rs 0.0092417 pu
Rr 0.0075614 pu
X f 1.055 pu
R f 0.1055 pu
Cdc 50∗20000(33/0.69
)2 µF
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TABLE B.5: Induction Generator Parameters
Rated power 100 MW
Rated voltage 26 KV
Xls 0.08168 pu
Xlr 0.14870 pu
Xm 4.289 pu
Rs 0.004820 pu
Rr 0.006313 pu
TABLE B.6: Network Parameters for DFIG Farm
Network resistance RL 0.02 pu
Transformer reactance XT 0.14 pu
Transformer resistance RT L 0.00146 pu
Transformer ratio 33/161 kV
Line reactance XL 0.1 pu
Line resistance RL 0.02 pu
Series compensation Xc % of XL
Line reactance (line 2) XL2 0.1 pu
Line resistance (line 2) RL2 0.002 pu
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